LEE KONITZ DISCOGRAPHY

Compiled by Michael Conklin and Sergio Bandeira Karam, with assistance from Conrad Cork. Sources: discographies by Bruyninckx, Michael Frohne, Tom Lord, and Steve Miner, and other Internet resources.

No discography can claim to be definitive, and, while considerable effort has been made to obtain accuracy, there will inevitably be errors and omissions, for which we apologize.

The discography is in chronological order. If no source is noted, the session is a commercial studio recording. Song titles are in italics, followed by record company releases. If all songs from the session were released on one record, it is listed at the end of the song titles.

?-?45 or 46 Lloyd Lifton Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Lloyd Lifton (p), bass, drums unknown: location unknown
01. I Found A New Baby

9-4-47 Claude Thornhill Orchestra
Louis Mucci, Emil Terry, Ed Zandy (tp), Allan Langstaff, Tak Takvorian (tb), Sandy Siegelstein, Walter Wechsler (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Danny Polo (as, cl), Lee Konitz (as, fl), Mickey Folus (ts, b-cl), Mario Rollo (ts, cl), Bill Bushey (bar, cl, b-cl), Claude Thornhill (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Joe Shulman (b), Bill Exner (dr), + = Fran Warren (vcl), - = Gene Williams (vcl): NYC
01. Thrivin' On A Riff (Charles Parker) Unissued
02. Love For Love + Col 37940, Ajaz 250 03. Anthropology (Charles Parker) Col 38224, CL6164, B2532, Ajaz 250, CBS (Jap) 20AP-1446, Col (GB) DB2517, Col KG32906, CBS (F) 65392, CBSSony (Jap) SOPM163, CBSSony (Jap) SOPC57014, Har HL7088 04. Anthropology (Charles Parker) (alt) Har HL7088, CBS (Eu) 65392, Design DLP-106 05. Sorta Kinda--Col 39132, CL6164, Ajaz 258, CBS (Jap) 20AP-1446, Har HL7088, CBSSony (Jap) SOPM163, CBSSony (Jap) SOPC57014

10-17-47 Claude Thornhill Orchestra
Louis Mucci, Paul Cohen, Ed Zandy (tp), Allan Langstaff, Tak Takvorian (tb), Sandy Siegelstein, Walter Wechsler (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Danny Polo (as, cl), Lee Konitz (as, fl), Mickey Folus (ts, b-cl), Mario Rollo (ts, cl), Bill Bushey (bar, cl, b-cl), Claude Thornhill (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Joe Shulman (b), Bill Exner (dr), + = Fran Warren (vcl), - = Gene Williams (vcl): NYC
01. My Old Flame + Unissued
02. Don't Call It Love + Col 37979, Design DLP106, Ajaz 258, Col (GB) DB3404 03. Robbin's Nest Col 38136, CL709, Har HL7088, Ajaz 258, CBS (Jap) 20AP-1446, Col B2532, Col CB4, Col (GB) 2560 04. I Never Loved Anyone--Ajaz 258, Col 37979

11-6-47 Claude Thornhill Orchestra
Louis Mucci, Red Rodney, Ed Zandy (tp), Allan Langstaff, Tak Takvorian (tb), Sandy Siegelstein, Fred Schmidt (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Danny Polo (as, cl), Lee Konitz (as, fl), Mickey Folus (ts, b-cl), Mario Rollo (ts, cl), Bill Bushey (bar, cl, b-cl), Claude Thornhill (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Joe Shulman (b), Bill Exner (dr): NYC
01. Lover Man Col 39113, CL6164, CL543, Ajaz 258, CBS (Jap) 20AP-1446 02. Polka Dots And

12-15-47 Claude Thornhill Orchestra
Louis Mucci, Paul Cohen, Ed Zandy (tp), Allen Langstaff, Tak Takvorian (tb), Sandy Siegelstein, Fred Schmidt (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Danny Polo (as, cl), Lee Konitz (as, fl), Mickey Folus (ts, b-cl), Mario Rollo (ts, cl), Bill Bushey (bar, cl, b-cl), Claude Thornhill (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Joe Shulman (b), Bill Exner (dr), + = Fran Warren (vcl): NYC
01. Look For The Silver Lining Col 38494, Ajaz 266, Vdisc 860B 02. Just About This Time Last Night+ Col 38136, Ajaz 266 03. For Heaven's Sake+: Col 38224, Ajaz 266, ColB2531 04. Whip-Poor-Will+: Col 39134, CL6164, Ajaz 266, Harm HL1036

12-17-47 Claude Thornhill Orchestra
Louis Mucci, Paul Cohen, Ed Zandy (tp), Allen Langstaff, Tak Takvorian (tb), Sandy Siegelstein, Fred Schmidt (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Danny Polo (as, cl), Lee Konitz (as, fl), Mickey Folus (ts, b-cl), Mario Rollo (ts, cl), Bill Bushey (bar, cl, b-cl), Claude Thornhill (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Joe Shulman (b), Bill Exner (dr), + = Fran Warren (vcl): NYC
01. I Remember Mama+ Col 39075, Ajaz 266, Vdisc 845A 02. Yardbird Suite (Charles Parker) Col 39133, CL6164, Ajaz 266, Har HL7088, CBS (Jap) 20AP-1446, Col B2532, The Bebop Era (Columbia CK 40972), CBS (F) 65392, Col KG32906 03. Tell Me Why+ Col 39075, Ajaz 266 04. Let's Call It A Day Col 39132, CL6164, CL709, Ajaz 266, CBS (Jap) 20AP-1446

Late 47 or early 48 Claude Thornhill Orchestra
Louis Mucci, Red Rodney, Ed Zandy (tp), Allen Langstaff, Tak Takvorian (tb), Sandy Siegelstein, Fred Schmidt (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Danny Polo (as, cl), Lee Konitz (as, fl), Mickey Folus (ts, b-cl), Mario Rollo (ts, cl), Bill Bushey (bar, cl, b-cl), Claude Thornhill (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Joe Shulman (b), Bill Exner (dr), + = Fran Warren (vcl): Radio broadcast, location unknown
01. Lover Man Design DLP50 02. Don't Call It Love+ Design DLP106 03. Where Or When Design DLP50 04. Baia Design DLP106

Spring-48 Claude Thornhill Orchestra
Emil Terry, Bob Peck, Johnny Vohs (tp), Allen Langstaff, Johnny Torick (tb), Sandy Siegelstein, Al Antonucci (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Danny Polo (as, cl), Lee Konitz (as, fl), Mickey Folus, Jerry Sanfino (ts, cl), Gerry Mulligan (bar), Claude Thornhill (p), Russ Savakus (b), Bill Exner (dr): Radio broadcast, NYC

?-?-48 Lennie Tristano Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), John LaPorta (cl), Lennie Tristano (p), bass unknown: NYC
01. Indiana Unissued 02. Fine And Dandy: Private recording, unknown source, unissued
9-4-48 Miles Davis Nonet
Miles Davis (tp), Lee Konitz (as), Gerry Mulligan (bar), Michael Zwerin (tb), Junior Collins (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Al McKibbon (b), Max Roach (dr) *=add Kenny Hagood (vcl): Radio broadcast, Royal Roost, NYC

01. Why Do I Love You** 02. Godchild (George Wallington) 03. S'il Vous Plait 04. Moon Dreams (Chummy McGregor) 05. Budo (Bud Powell/Miles Davis)

Miles Davis: The Complete Birth of the Cool (Capitol CDP 7243 4 94550 2 3) (Ozone 2, Durium-Cicala BLJ 8003)

9-18-48 Miles Davis Nonet
Miles Davis (tp), Lee Konitz (as), Gerry Mulligan (bar), Michael Zwerin (tb), Junior Collins (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Al McKibbon (b), Max Roach (dr) *=add Kenny Hagood (vcl): Radio broadcast, Royal Roost, NYC

01. Darn That Dream* 02. Move (Denzil Best) 03. Moon Dreams (Chummy McGregor) 04. Budo (Bud Powell/Miles Davis)

Miles Davis: The Complete Birth of the Cool (Capitol CDP 7243 4 94550 2 3) (Alto Al-701, Durium-Cicala BLJ 8003)

9-25-48 Miles Davis Quintet
Miles Davis (tp), Lee Konitz (as), John Lewis (p), Al McKibbon (b), Max Roach (dr): Radio broadcast, Royal Roost, NYC

01. 52nd Street Theme 02. Half Nelson (Miles Davis) 03. You Go To My Head 04. Chasin' The Bird (Charles Parker)

Miles Davis Quintet Featuring Lee Konitz (Session 101)

12-18-48 Royal Roost Jam
Benny Harris (tp), Bud Johnson (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Cecil Payne (bar), Buddy DeFranco (cl), J. J. Johnson (tb), Bud Powell (p), Chuck Wayne (g), Nelson Boyd (b), Max Roach (dr): Radio broadcast, Royal Roost, NYC

01. Introduction Royal Roost Jam 02. Perdido 03. Indiana 04. Jumpin' With Symphony Sid 05. I'll Be Seeing You 06. 52nd Street Theme 07. Ornithology (Charles Parker)

Royal Roost Jam (Mythic Sound CD MS-6001-2)

01. Introduction Royal Roost Jam 02. Perdido 03. Indiana 04. Jumpin' With Symphony Sid 05. I'll Be Seeing You 06. 52nd Street Theme 07. Ornithology (Charles Parker)

?-?-49 Lennie Tristano Sextet
Lennie Tristano (p), Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Billy Bauer (g), Arnold Fishkin (b), Jeff Morton (dr): Private audience recording, Brooklyn, NY

01. Fishin' Around (Warne Marsh) Unissued

1-11-49 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Lennie Tristano (p), Billy Bauer (g), Arnold Fishkin (b), Shelly Manne (dr) (except #5): NYC

01. Progression (Lee Konitz) 02. Tautology (Lee Konitz) 03. Retrospection (Lennie Tristano) 04. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 05. Judy (Lennie Tristano)

Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz (Prestige OJCCD-186-2) (P-7004)
1-21-49 Miles Davis Nonet
Miles Davis (tp), Lee Konitz (as), Gerry Mulligan (bar), Kai Winding (tb), Junior Collins (flg), John Barber (tu), Al Haig (p), Joe Shulman (b), Max Roach (dr): NYC
01. Move (Denzil Best) 02. Jeru (Gerry Mulligan) 03. Budo (Bud Powell/Miles Davis) 04. Godchild (George Wallington)
Miles Davis: Birth of the Cool (Capitol CDP7 92862 2, CDP 7243 4 94550 2 3)

3-4-49 Lennie Tristano Sextet
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Lennie Tristano (p), Billy Bauer (g), Arnold Fishkin (b), Harold Granowsky (dr): NYC
01. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 02. Crosscurrent (Lennie Tristano)
Lennie Tristano & Warne Marsh: Intuition (Capitol CDP 7243 8 52771 2 2), Lennie Tristano/Buddy DeFranco: Crosscurrents (Capitol DAG 135)

4-22-49 Miles Davis Nonet
Miles Davis (tp), Lee Konitz (as), Gerry Mulligan (bar), J. J. Johnson (tb), Sandy Siegelstein (flg), John Barber (tu), John Lewis (p), Nelson Boyd (b) Kenny Clarke (dr): NYC
01. Venus de Milo (Gerry Mulligan) 02. Boplicity (Miles Davis/Gil Evans) 03. Israel (John Carisi) 04. Rouge (Gerry Mulligan)
Miles Davis: Birth of the Cool (Capitol CDP7 92862 2, CDP 7243 4 94550 2 3)

4-23-49 Buddy DeFranco Orchestra
Bernie Glow, Paul Cohen, James Pupa, Jack Eagle (tp), Ollie Wilson, Earl Swope, Bart Varsalona (tb), Buddy DeFranco (cl), Lee Konitz, Frank Socolow (as), Al Cohn, Jerry Sanfino (ts), Serge Chaloff (bar), Gene DiNovi (b), Oscar Pettiford (b), Irv Kluger (dr): NYC
01. A Bird in Igor's Yard (George Russell) 02. This Time The Dream's On Me
Lennie Tristano/Buddy DeFranco: Crosscurrents (Capitol DAG 135)

5-16-49 Lennie Tristano Sextet
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Lennie Tristano (p), Billy Bauer (g), Arnold Fishkin (b), Denzil Best (dr): NYC
01. Marionette (Billy Bauer)* 02. Sax of a Kind (Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh)* 03. Intuition (Lennie Tristano) 04. Digression (Lennie Tristano)
Lennie Tristano & Warne Marsh: Intuition (Capitol CDP 7243 8 52771 2 2), Lennie Tristano/Buddy DeFranco: Crosscurrents (Capitol DAG 135)

6-28-49 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Sal Mosca (p), Arnold Fishkin (b), Denzil Best (dr): NYC
01. Marshmallow (Warne Marsh) 02. Fishin' Around (Warne Marsh)
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz (Prestige OJCCD-186-2) (P-7004)

9-27-49 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Sal Mosca (p), Arnold Fishkin (b), Jeff Morton (dr): NYC
01. Tautology (Lee Konitz) 02. Sound-Lee (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz (Prestige OJCCD-186-2) (P-7004)

12-24-49 Lennie Tristano Quintet
Lennie Tristano (p), Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Joe Shulman (b), Jeff Morton (dr):
Carnegie Hall, NYC
01. You Go To My Head 02. Sax Of A Kind (Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh)
Various: Stars of Modern Jazz At Carnegie Hall (Jass JCD-16)

1-10-50 Metronome All-Stars
Dizzy Gillespie (tp), Kai Winding (tb), Buddy DeFranco (cl), Lee Konitz (as), Stan Getz (ts), Serge Chaloff (bar), Lennie Tristano (p), Billy Bauer (g), Eddie Safranski (b), Max Roach (dr): NYC
01. Double Date 02. No Figs
Various: The Bebop Era (Columbia CK 40972), Col 38734, Harm HL-7044, Tax m-8039

3-9-50 Miles Davis Nonet
Miles Davis (tp), Lee Konitz (as), Gerry Mulligan (bar), J. J. Johnson (tb), Gunther Schuller (flg), John Barber (tu), Al McKibbon (b), Max Roach (dr) *=add Kenny Hagood (vcl): NYC
01. Moon Dreams (Chummy McGregor) 02. Deception (Miles Davis) 03. Rocker (Gerry Mulligan)
04. Darn That Dream*
Miles Davis: Birth of the Cool (Capitol CDP7 92862 2, CDP 7243 4 94550 2 3)

4-17-50 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Billy Bauer (g): NYC
01. Rebecca (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz (Prestige OJCCD-186-2) (P-7004)

4-17-50 Lee Konitz Duo, Quartet, Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Billy Bauer (g), Arnold Fishkin (b), Jeff Morton (dr), Sal Mosca (p)+: NYC
01. You Go To My Head 02. Ice Cream Konitz (Lee Konitz)
03. Palo Alto (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz (Prestige OJCCD-186-2) (P-7004)

?-.50 Lennie Tristano Sextet:
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Lennie Tristano (p), Billy Bauer (g), bassist and drummer unidentified. (According to a 1950 Down Beat review by John S. Wilson, the unknown bassist and drummer could be Joe Shulman and Jeff Morton.)
01. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 02. Remembrance (Lennie Tristano) 03. April Fool (Billy Bauer) 04. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 05. Fugue in D Minor. BMV 899 (J. S.Bach) 06. Sound-Lee (Lee Konitz) 07. Do The Things You Do (Lennie Tristano) 08. No Figs (Lennie Tristano)
Lennie Tristano Sextet: Wow (Jazz Records JR-9 CD)

1-23-51 Metronome All Stars: NYC
Miles Davis (tp), Kai Winding (tb), John LaPorta (cl), Lee Konitz (as), Stan Getz (ts), Serge Chaloff (bar), George Shearing (p), Terry Gibbs (vibes), Billy Bauer (g), Eddie Safranski (b), Max Roach (dr)
01. Early Spring (Ralph Burns) 02. Local 802 Blues (George Shearing)
Various: Birth of the Cool Vol. 2 (Capitol CDP7 98935 2)

3-8-51 Lee Konitz Sextet: NYC
Lee Konitz (as), Miles Davis (tp), Sal Mosca (p), Billy Bauer (g), Arnold Fishkin (b), Max Roach (dr)
01. Odjenar (George Russell) 02. HiBeck (Lee Konitz) 03. Yesterdays 04. Yesterdays (alt)* 05. Ezz-Thetic (George Russell)
*only on Prestige 755 (78 only) (Miles does not play)
Miles Davis/Stan Getz/Lee Konitz: Conception (Prestige 7013, CD 252-181-726-22) also Chronicle: The Complete Prestige Recordings of Miles Davis (Prestige 8-PCD-012-2, CD252-184-400-28)

3-13-51 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Billy Bauer (g): NYC
01. Indian Summer 02. Duet For Saxophone and Guitar (Lee Konitz)
Miles Davis/Stan Getz/Lee Konitz: Conception (Prestige 7013, CD 252-181-726-22)

6-8-51 Bill Russo Band
Lee Konitz (as), Lloyd Lifton (p), Billy Bauer (g), others unknown: NYC
01. Sound Lee (Lee Konitz) 02. Rebecca (Lee Konitz) 03. Palo Alto (Lee Konitz) 04. You Go To My Head 05. All Of Me
Private Recording

8-7-51 Ralph Burns
Ralph Burns (arr, cond, p), Lee Konitz (as), Tony Miranda (frh), Danny Bank (fl), four unknown woodwinds, four unknown strings, Ray Brown (b), Jo Jones (dr): NYC
01. Lillith (Ralph Burns) 02. Vignette at Verney's (Ralph Burns) 03. Places Please (Ralph Burns) 04. Spring Is (Ralph Burns)
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz Meets Jimmy Giuffre (Verve 314 527 780-2)
Ralph Burns: Ralph Burns Free Forms (Clef MGC 115)

11-18-51 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Bengt Hallberg (p), Gunnar Johnson (b), Kenneth Fagerland (dr)
Konserthus, Stockholm, Sweden
01. You Go To Head 02. Ablution (Lennie Tristano) 03. Yesterdays
Lee Konitz: Sax Of A Kind (Dragon (SWD)DRLP18)

11-18-51 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Hacke Bjorksten (ts), Bengt Hallberg (p), Gunnar Johnson (b), Kenneth Fagerland (dr): Konserthus, Stockholm, Sweden
01. Sound-Lee (Lee Konitz) 02. Ice Cream Konitz (Lee Konitz) 03. Sax Of A Kind (Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh)
Lee Konitz: Sax Of A Kind (Dragon (SWD)DRLP18)

11-18-51 Lee Konitz Sextet
Lee Konitz, Ingmar Glanzelius (as), Hacke Bjorsten (ts), Gunnar Svensson (p), Gunnar Johnson (b), Jack Noren (dr): Nalen Club, Stockholm, Sweden: Live at Club Nalen
01. *All The Things You Are*
Lee Konitz: Live "Club Nalen" (Dragon(SWD)DRLP18)

2-21-52 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), George Wallington (p), Chuck Wayne (g), Charles Mingus (b), Max Roach (dr): NYC
01. *Yesterdays*
CD De Agostini MJ1047

4-12-52 Charles Mingus
Lee Konitz (as), Phyllis Pinkerton (p), George Koutzen (cello), Charles Mingus (b), Al Levitt (dr), Jackie Paris (vcl)*, Bob Benton (vcl)+: NYC
01. *Portrait (Charles Mingus)* (2 takes) 02. *I've Lost My Love*+ (2 takes) 03. *Extrasensory Perception (Charles Mingus)* (2 takes) 04. *Precognition (Charles Mingus)*
Charles Mingus: Debut Rarities Vol. 4 (Fantasy OJCCD-1829-2)

7-17-52 Lennie Tristano Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Lennie Tristano (p), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Toronto, Canada
01. *Lennie's Pennies (Lennie Tristano)* 02. *317 East 32nd (Lennie Tristano)* 03. *You Go To My Head* 04. *April (Lennie Tristano)* 05. *Sound-Lee (Lee Konitz)* 06. *Back Home (Lennie Tristano)*
Lennie Tristano: Live in Toronto 1952 (Jazz Records JR-5CD)

9-2-52 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr): Theater No. 2, Fort Sheridan, Illinois
01. *Young Blood*
Stan Kenton: Concert In Miniature Encores 1952-1953 (Natasha Imports NI-4006)

9-8-52 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr): Universal Studios, Chicago, Illinois
01. *Prologue (This Is An Orchestra)*
Stan Kenton: New Concepts of *Artistry In Rhythm* (Creative World ST-1002) (Capitol CDP-7 92)

9-10-52 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *= Lee Konitz does not solo: Universal Studios, Chicago, Illinois
01. *Young Blood* 02. *Portrait Of A Count* 03. *Frank Speaking*
Stan Kenton: New Concepts of Artistry in Rhythm (Creative World ST-1002) (Capitol CDP-7 92,
9-11-52 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Universal Studios, Chicago, Illinois
01. Taboo 02. Twenty-Three Degrees North, Eighty-Two Degrees West 03. Lonesome Train* 
Stan Kenton: New Concepts of Artistry in Rhythm (Creative World ST-1002) (Capitol CDP-7 92, Blue Note CD92865)

9-15-52 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Universal Studios, Chicago, Illinois
01. You Go To My Head* 02. Swing House 03. Invention For Guitar And Trumpet* 04. My Lady 
Stan Kenton: New Concepts of Artistry in Rhythm (Creative World ST-1002) (Capitol CDP-7 92) 
(Swing House also on The Great Big Bands Vol. 4--Stan Kenton (Capitol T-20841), Blue Note CD92865)

9-16-52 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr): Universal Studios, Chicago, Illinois
01. Improvisation 
Stan Kenton: New Concepts of Artistry in Rhythm (Creative World ST-1002) (Capitol CDP-7 92, Blue Note CD92865)

9-30-52 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: County Hall, Charleston, South Carolina
01. Bill's Blues 02. Street Of Dreams* 03. Blue Moon 04. Lover Man 
Stan Kenton: Concert In Miniature Encores 1952-1953 (Natasha Imports NI-4006)

11-25-52 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Rustic Cavern, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
01. Artistry In Rhythm* 02. Bags And Baggage* 03. Easy To Love* 04. Over The Rainbow 05. Solo For Alto* 06. Stella By Starlight* 07. Sweets* 
Stan Kenton: One Night Stand Encores No. 1 & No. 2 (Joyce 1100)
11-27-52 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Rustic Cavern, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey
01. Cuban Nights* 02. Love For Sale* 03. What's New* 04. Lover Man 05. Artistry In Rhythm
Stan Kenton: One Night Stand Encores No. 1 & No. 2 (Joyce 1100)

12-11-52 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Lake Club, Springfield, Ohio
01. My Lady 02. Over The Rainbow*
Stan Kenton: Stan Kenton Live, Broadcasts 1952-1953 (Natasha Imports NI-4017)

12-20-52 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo
01. Portrait Of A Count*
Stan Kenton: Stan Kenton Live, Broadcasts 1952-1953 (Natasha Imports NI-4017)

1-8-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr): Hollywood Palladium, Hollywood, California
01. You Go To My Head 02. Twenty-Three Degrees North, Eighty-Two Degrees West
Stan Kenton: Stan Kenton Live, Broadcasts 1952-1953 (Natasha Imports NI-4017)

1-15-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Hollywood Palladium, Hollywood, California
01. Bill's Blues* 02. Collaboration* 03. My Lady 04. Twenty-Three Degrees North, Eighty-Two Degrees West
Stan Kenton: Concert In Miniature Encores 1952-1953 (Natasha Imports NI-4006)

1-18-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b),
Stan Levy (dr) *= Lee Konitz does not solo: Hollywood Palladium, Hollywood, California
01. Sweets 02. I Got It Bad And That Ain't Good* 03. Lover Man 04. Stella By Starlight* 05. Swing House
Stan Kenton: Concert Encores (First Heard Records FH-40)

1-22-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *= Lee Konitz does not solo: Melrose Studios, Hollywood, California
Stan Kenton: By Request Vol. 5 (Creative World ST-1066)

1-25-53 Gerry Mulligan Quintet
Chet Baker (tp), Lee Konitz (as), Gerry Mulligan (bar), Joe Mondragon (b), Larry Bunker (dr)
01. I Can't Believe That You're In Love With Me 02. Lady Be Good (2 takes)
Lee Konitz: Konitz Meets Mulligan (Pacific Jazz B21Y-46847 CD, Blue Note CD46847)

1-28-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *= Lee Konitz does not solo: Melrose Studios, Hollywood, California

1-30-53 Stan Kenton Band
Stan Kenton: The Kenton Era (Creative World ST-1030)
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *= Lee Konitz does not solo: Melrose Studios, Hollywood, California

1-30-53 & 2-1-53 Gerry Mulligan Quintet
Chet Baker (tp), Lee Konitz (as), Gerry Mulligan (bar), Carson Smith (b), Larry Bunker (dr):
Melrose Studios, Hollywood, California
01. Lover Man 02. Sextet (Gerry Mulligan) 03. Too Marvelous For Words 04. These Foolish Things
05. Almost Like Being In Love 06. Broadway 07. All The Things You Are 08. Bernie's Tune 09. I'll Remember April
Lee Konitz: Konitz Meets Mulligan (Pacific Jazz B21Y-46847 CD, Blue Note CD46847)

2-11-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Maynard Ferguson, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Ruben McFall (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Bill Russo, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Bob Gioga (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Melrose Studios, Hollywood, California
01. A Trumpet.* 02. An Orchestra* Stan Kenton: This Modern World (Capitol W-736)
03. Jeepers Creepers* Stan Kenton: Some Women I've Known (Creative World ST-1029)
04. And The Bull Walked Around, Olay** Stan Kenton: The Lighter Side (Creative World ST-1050)
05. If I Should Lose You* Stan Kenton: By Request Vol. 5 (Creative World ST-1066)

3-27-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Hank Levy (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Glen Roberts (b), Stan Levy (dr) *= Lee Konitz does not solo: Blue Note, Chicago, Illinois
01. Sophisticated Lady 02. Frank Speaking*
Stan Kenton: Stan Kenton Live, Broadcasts 1952-1953 (Natasha Imports NI-4017)

4-2-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Hank Levy (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Glen Roberts (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Blue Note, Chicago, Illinois
01. Gone With The Wind* 02. Swing House 03. Artistry In Rhythm* 04. There Will Never Be Another You* 05. Works* 06. Yesterdays*
Stan Kenton: Concert In Miniature Encores 1952-1953 (Natasha Imports NI-4006)

4-3-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Hank Levy (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Glen Roberts (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Blue Note, Chicago, Illinois
01. Taking A Chance On Love* 02. Solitaire*
Stan Kenton: Stan Kenton Live, Broadcasts 1952--1953 (Natasha Imports NI-4017)

4-8-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Hank Levy (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Glen Roberts (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Universal Studios, Chicago, Illinois
01. *Baia*
Stan Kenton: Portraits On Standards (Creative World ST-1042)

4-23-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Hank Levy (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Glen Roberts (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Birdland, New York, New York
Stan Kenton: Stan Kenton Live, Broadcasts 1952-1953 (Natasha Imports NI-4017)

4-29-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Hank Levy (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Glen Roberts (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Birdland, New York, New York

4-30-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Hank Levy (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Glen Roberts (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Birdland, New York, New York

5-25-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Hank Levy (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Universal Studios, Chicago, Illinois

6-9-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Vinnie Dean (as), Richie Kamuca, Bill Holman (ts), Hank Levy (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Riviera Ballroom, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin

6-11-53 Al Haig/Lee Konitz Septet
Lee Konitz (as), Richie Kamuca (ts), Conte Candoli (tp), Frank Rosolino (tb), Al Haig (p), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levey (dr): The Clef, Hollywood, California
01. Billie's Bounce (Charles Parker) 02. The Way You Look Tonight 03. Half Nelson (Miles Davis)
04. I Can't Get Started (into...) 05. Theme (Miles Davis)
Al Haig/Lee Konitz: Al Haig-Lee Konitz, The Sessions Vol. 1 (Norma Vantage (Japan) NLP5006)

6-11-53 West Coast All Stars
Lee Konitz (as), Richie Kamuca (ts), Conte Candoli (tp), Frank Rosolino (tb), Al Haig (p), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levey (dr): The Clef, Hollywood, California
01. Scrapple From The Apple (Charles Parker) 02. I'll Remember April 03. Good Bait (Tadd Dameron) (incomplete)
Private Recording (Note: This tape is dated 1-11-53, but with the exception of Al Haig the entire band was on a European tour with Stan Kenton in January 1953.)

6-23-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Don Carone (as), Zoot Sims, Bill Holman (ts), Tony Ferina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Coney Island, Cincinnati, Ohio
01. It's The Talk Of The Town*
Stan Kenton: The Definitive Kenton (Artistry AR-2-102)

7-8-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Don Carone (as), Zoot Sims, Bill Holman (ts), Tony Ferina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Universal Studios, Chicago, Illinois
01. Autumn In New York* 02. You And The Night And The Music* 03. April In Paris
04. Crazy Rhythm 05. How High The Moon* 06. I Got It Bad And That Ain't Good* 07. Reverie*
08. I've Got You Under My Skin
Stan Kenton: Portraits On Standards (Creative World ST-1042) I've Got You Under My Skin is also on The Great Big Bands Vol. 4--Stan Kenton (Capitol T-20841)

7-9-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Don Carone (as), Zoot Sims, Eddie Wasserman (ts), Tony Ferina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *= Lee Konitz does not solo: Universal Studios, Chicago, Illinois
01. Artistry In Rhythm* Stan Kenton: The Kenton Era (Creative World ST-1042)

7-28-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Keith Moon, Tom Shepard, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Don Carone (as), Zoot Sims, Eddie Wasserman (ts), Tony Ferina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b),
Lee Konitz: Conversations on the Improviser's Art
Andy Hamilton
http://www.press.umich.edu/titleDetailDesc.do?id=130264
The University of Michigan Press, 2007

Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Lincoln Park, New Bedford, Massachusetts
01. Bill Holman's Work*
Stan Kenton: The Definitive Kenton (Artistry AR-2-102)

8-18-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Ernie Royal, Conte Candoli, Don Dennis, Don Smith (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Bill Russo, Keith Moon, Bill Smiley (tb), Lee Konitz, Dave Schildkraut (as), Zoot Sims, Eddie Wasserman (ts), Tony Ferina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr): Lincoln Park, New Bedford, Massachusetts
01. Boop-Boop-De-Doop
Stan Kenton: The Definitive Kenton (Artistry AR-2-102)

8-25-53 Lars Gullin American All Stars
Conte Candoli (tp), Frank Rosolino (tb), Lee Konitz (as), Zoot Sims (ts), Lars Gullin, Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr): Ericksdalshallen, Stockholm, Sweden
01. Dedicated to Lee (Lars Gullin) (2 takes) 02. Late Date
Lars Gullin: Lars Gullin, 1953 Vol. 2: 1953 (Dragon DRCD 234)

8-27-53 Stan Kenton Band
Conte Candoli, Vic Minichiello, Buddy Childers, Don Smith, Don Dennis (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Tom Shepard, Keith Moon, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Dave Schildkraut (as), Zoot Sims, Bill Perkins (ts), Tony Ferina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Sportpalast, Berlin, West Germany
Stan Kenton: Stan Kenton In Berlin 1953 (Duke Records D-1022)

9-9-53 Stan Kenton Band
Conte Candoli, Vic Minichiello, Buddy Childers, Don Smith, Don Dennis (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Bill Russo, Keith Moon, Bill Smiley (tb), Lee Konitz, Dave Schildkraut (as), Zoot Sims, Bill Holman (ts), Tony Ferina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Wiesbaden, West-Germany
Stan Kenton: Kenton '53: Concert In Wiesbaden (Astral Jazz JCD-101)

9-16-53 Stan Kenton Band
Conte Candoli, Vic Minichiello, Buddy Childers, Don Smith, Don Dennis (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Bill Russo, Keith Moon, Bill Smiley (tb), Lee Konitz, Dave Schildkraut (as), Zoot Sims,
Bill Holman (ts), Tony Ferina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Kongressaal, Deutches Museum, Munchen, West-Germany
Stan Kenton: Kenton, The European Tour 1953 (Artistry CD-003) (Europe '53 Pts. 1 & 2 (First Heard Records FH-49, FH-50)

9-17-53 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Henri Renaud (piano), Jimmy Gourley (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr): Studio Jouvenet, Paris, France
01. I'll Remember April (5 takes) 02. You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To 03. All The Things You Are (3 takes) 04. These Foolish Things (2 takes)
Lee Konitz/Bob Brookmeyer in Paris (Disques Vogue 09026-68359-2)
Lee Konitz: Original Lee Konitz (Roost LP 416)

9-18-53 Stan Kenton Band
Conte Candoli, Vic Minichiello, Buddy Childers, Don Smith, Don Dennis (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Bill Russo, Keith Moon, Bill Smiley (tb), Lee Konitz, Dave Schildkraut (as), Zoot Sims, Bill Holman (ts), Tony Ferina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Alhambra, Paris, France
01. Zoot* 02. Lover Man 03. Twenty-Three Degrees North, Eighty-Two Degrees West* 04. Solitaire* 05. Lover 06. Frank Speaking* 07. Intermission Riff* 08. Opus In Pastels
Stan Kenton: Stan Kenton--Paris 1953 (Jeal Records RJ 504)

10-13-53 Stan Kenton Band
Conte Candoli, Vic Minichiello, Buddy Childers, Don Smith, Don Dennis (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Milt Gold, Keith Moon, Bob Dockstader (tb), Lee Konitz, Dave Schildkraut (as), Zoot Sims, Bill Holman (ts), Tony Ferina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *= Lee Konitz does not solo: Birdland, New York, New York
01. Sweets*
Stan Kenton: The Definitive Kenton (Artistry AR-2-102)
11-3-53 Stan Kenton Band
Conte Candoli, Vic Minichiello, Buddy Childers, Don Smith, Don Dennis (tp), Bob Burgess, Frank Rosolino, Milt Gold, Keith Moon, Bob Dockstader (tb), Lee Konitz, Dave Schildkraut (as), Zoot Sims, Bill Holman (ts), Lorraine Ragon (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Barry Galbraith (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *= Lee Konitz does not solo: Birdland, New York, New York
01. I Got It Bad And That Ain't Good* 02. Zoot* 03. Blues Before And After 04. Solo For Buddy*
Stan Kenton: The Definitive Kenton (Artistry AR-2-102)

11-30-53 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Vic Minichiello, Sam Noto, Don Smith, Don Dennis (tp), Tom Shepard, Milt Gold, Keith Moon, Paul Severson, Bob Dockstader (tb), Lee Konitz, Dave Schildkraut (as), Zoot
Sims, Bill Holman (ts), Stan Kenton (p), Sal Salvador (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr) *=Lee Konitz does not solo: Universal Studios, Chicago, Illinois

01. Tenderly* Stan Kenton: By Request Vol. 5 (Creative World ST-1066)
02. The Creep* Stan Kenton: By Request Vol. 2 (Creative World ST-1040)

1-5-54 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Ronnie Ball (p), Percy Heath (b), Al Levitt (dr): Storyville Club, Boston, Massachusetts

01. HiBeck (Lee Konitz) 02. If I Had You 03. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 04. Sound Lee (Lee Konitz) 05. Foolin' Myself 06. Ablution (Lee Konitz) 07. These Foolish Things
Lee Konitz: Jazz at Storyville (Black Lion BLCD 760901)

2-25-54 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Vic Minichiello, Sam Noto, Don Smith, Stu Williamson (tp), Milt Gold, Frank Rosolino, Joe Ciavardone, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Dave Schildkraut (as), Bill Perkins, Mike Cicchetti (ts), Tony Farina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Bob Lesher (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr)

01. In Lighter Vein 02. Lover Man 03. Of All Things
Stan Kenton: Stan Kenton Plays Bill Holman Live (Artistry AR-4005)

3-1-54 Stan Kenton Band
Buddy Childers, Vic Minichiello, Sam Noto, Don Smith, Stu Williamson (tp), Milt Gold, Frank Rosolino, Joe Ciavardone, George Roberts (tb), Lee Konitz, Dave Schildkraut, Charlie Mariano (as), Bill Perkins, Mike Cicchetti (ts), Tony Farina (bar), Stan Kenton (p), Bob Lesher (g), Don Bagley (b), Stan Levy (dr): Melrose Studios, Hollywood, California


4-1-54 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Ronnie Ball (p), Peter Ind (b), Jeff Morton (dr): Baltimore, Maryland

01. Pennsylvania Avenue (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Timespan (Wave LP 14)

4-?-54 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Ronnie Ball (p), Peter Ind (b), Jeff Morton (dr): Harvard Square, Boston, Massachusetts

01. No Splice (Lee Konitz) 02. She's Funny That Way 03. Time On My Hands 04. Foolin' Myself 05. Ronnie's Tune (Ronnie Ball) 06. Froggy Day (Ronnie Ball) 07. My Old Flame
Lee Konitz: In Harvard Square (Black Lion BLCD 760928)

4or5-?-54 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Ronnie Ball (p), Peter Ind (b), Jeff Morton (dr): New York, New York

01. Bop Goes The Leesel (Warne Marsh) (3 takes) 02. Mean To Me (2 takes) 03. I'll Remember April 04. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) 05. Nursery Rhyme (Lee Konitz) (4 takes) 06.
Limehouse Blues
Lee Konitz: Konitz (Black Lion BLCD 760922)

8-6-54 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Ronnie Ball (p), Peter Ind (b), Jeff Morton (dr): Storyville, Boston, Massachusetts
01. Skylark 02. Easy Livin'
Lee Konitz: Konitz (Black Lion BLCD 760922)

2-?-55 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Ronnie Ball (p), Percy Heath (b), Al Levitt (dr): Harvard Square, Boston, Massachusetts
01. If I Had You 02. Foolin’ Myself 03. Ablution (Lee Konitz/Lennie Tristano)
Lee Konitz: In Harvard Square (Black Lion BLCD 760928)

6-11-55 Lennie Tristano Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Lennie Tristano (p), Gene Ramey (b), Art Taylor (dr): Sing Song Room of Confucius Restaurant, New York, New York
*Tristano (Atlantic 1224 & Rhino R2 715595)
all others: Lennie Tristano: The Lennie Tristano Quartet (Atlantic SD2-7006) & The Complete Atlantic Recordings of Lennie Tristano, Lee Konitz & Warne Marsh (Mosaic MD6-171)

6-14-55 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Sal Mosca (p), Billy Bauer (g), Oscar Pettiford (b), Kenny Clarke (dr): New York, New York
01. Two Not One (Lennie Tristano) 02. There Will Never Be Another You 03. Donna Lee (Charles Parker) 04. Don’t Squawk (Oscar Pettiford) 05. Topsy (omit Sal Mosca) 06. I Can’t Get Started (omit Sal Mosca) 07. Background Music (Warne Marsh)
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz With Warne Marsh (Atlantic 1217) (The Complete Atlantic Recordings of Lennie Tristano, Lee Konitz & Warne Marsh (Mosaic MD6-171))

6-21-55 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Ronnie Ball (p), Billy Bauer (g), Oscar Pettiford (b), Kenny Clarke (dr): NYC
01. All The Things You Are (Unissued) (master no longer exists) 02. I Saw You Last Night (Unissued) (master no longer exists) 03. Ronnie’s Line (Ronnie Ball)
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz With Warne Marsh (Atlantic 1217) (The Complete Atlantic Recordings of Lennie Tristano, Lee Konitz & Warne Marsh (Mosaic MD6-171))

7-16-55 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Russ Freeman (p), Bob Carter (b), Buzzy Drootin (dr): New Port, Rhode Island

01. *Colorous (Two Not One)* (Lennie Tristano)* 02. *Sweet And Lovely*
Freebody Park, Newport, RI, Broadcast by Voice Of America.
*Released on Lee Konitz: From Newport To Nice (Philology(IT)W65-2)

12-?-55 Lee Konitz/Johnny Smith Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Johnny Smith (g), Frank Carroll (b), Don Lamond (dr):
01. *Lover Man* (Unissued) 02. *My Melancholy Baby*
*Recorded on NBC TV's "The Tonight Show"
*Released on Lee Konitz: From Newport To Nice (Philology(IT)W65-2)

1-10-56 Lee Konitz Ensemble
Lee Konitz (as), Roland Kovac (p), Johnny Fischer (b), Rudi Sehring (dr): Aula der Universitat, Freiburg, West Germany
01. *I'm Getting Sentimental Over You* 02. *Easy Living* 03. *Lover Man* 04. *Some Of These Days* Lee Konitz: From Newport To Nice (Philology(IT)W65-2)

1-10-56 Lars Gullin Ensemble
Lee Konitz (as), Hans Koller (ts), Lars Gullin (bar), Willi Sanner (bar [on Zoot only]), Roland Kovac (p), Johnny Fischer (b), Rudi Sehring (dr): Aula der Universitat, Freiburg, West Germany
01. *Oh That Cologne (For F.J. Fans Only)* (Lars Gullin) 02. *Zoot* (Roland Kovac)
Lars Gullin: In Germany 1955 and 1956 Vol. 1 (Anagram CD2)

1-14-56 Lars Gullin Septet
Lee Konitz (as), Lars Gullin, Willie Sanner (bar), Attila Zoller (g), Roland Kovac (p), Johnny Fischer (b), Rudi Sehring (dr)
01. *Broadway*
"Concert in Modern Jazz, " Hahnentor, Cologne
Lars Gullin: In Germany 1955 and 1956 Vol. 1 (Anagram CD2)

1-17-56 Lars Gullin Ensemble
Lee Konitz (as), Hans Koller (ts), Lars Gullin, Willi Sanner (bar), Roland Kovac (p), Johnny Fischer (b), Rudi Sehring (dr), *= Karl Sanner (dr) replaces Rudi Sehring: Cologne, West Germany
01. *East Of Eden* (Roland Kovac) 02. *Stephany* (Lee Konitz) 03. *Late Summer* (Lars Gullin)*
Lee Konitz Featuring Hans Koller, Lars Gullin, Roland Kovac (Swingtime ST 1028)
Lee Konitz: Move (Moon MCD057-2)

1-21-56 Lars Gullin Ensemble
Lee Konitz (as), Hans Koller (ts), Lars Gullin (bar), Roland Kovac (p), Johnny Fischer (b), Karl Sanner (dr): Cologne, West Germany
01. *En Rodage* (Lee Konitz) 02. *Ablution* (Lennie Tristano/Lee Konitz) Lee Konitz, Lars Gullin (bar), Roland Kovac (p), Johnny Fischer (b), Karl Sanner (dr) 03. *Variations No. 8 From "Passacaglia"* (Roland Kovac) Lee Konitz (as), Hans Koller (ts), Lars Gullin, Johnny Fischer (b), Karl Sanner 04. *I'm Getting Sentimental Over You* Lee Konitz (ts), Roland Kovac (p), Johnny Fischer (b), Karl Sanner (dr) 05. *Lee-La-Lu* (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz Featuring Hans Koller, Lars Gullin, Roland Kovac (Swingtime ST 1028)
Lee Konitz: Move (Moon MCD057-2)

6-18-56 Metronome All Stars
Thad Jones (tp), Eddie Bert (tbn), Tony Scott (cl), Lee Konitz (as), Zoot Sims, Al Cohn (ts), Serge Chaloff (bar), Teddy Charles (vib), Billy Taylor (p), Tal Farlow (g), Charles Mingus (b), Art Blakey (dr): NYC
01. Billie's Bounce (Charles Parker)
Metronome All Stars 1956 (Clef MGC 743--Verve (J)MV2510)

7-?-56 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Billy Bauer (g), Roy Shayne (b), Dick Scott (dr): Norfolk, Virginia
01. Indian Summer 02. You Go To My Head 03. All Of Me 04. Topsy 05. All The Things You Are
Private Tape (recorded by Billy Bauer)

9-26-56 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (ts), Sal Mosca (p), Peter Ind (b), Dick Scott (dr): New York, New York
01. Indiana 02. You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To 03. Star Eyes 04. Nesuhi's Instant (Peter Ind)
05. I'll Remember You 06. All Of Me 07. My Melancholy Baby (Unissued--master no longer exists)
08. What's New? (Unissued--master no longer exists)
Lee Konitz: Inside Hi-Fi (Atlantic 90669-1 Jazzlore 40) (The Complete Atlantic Recordings of Lennie Tristano, Lee Konitz & Warne Marsh (Mosaic MD6-171)) Koch Records CD8502

10-16-56 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ts), Jimmy Rowles (p), Arnold Fishkin (b), Dick Scott (dr): NYC
01. Sweet And Lovely 02. Cork 'N' Bib (Lee Konitz) 03. Everything Happens To Me
04. Kary's Trance (Lee Konitz) 05. Joyville (Unissued--master no longer exists)
Lee Konitz: Inside Hi-Fi (Atlantic 90669-1 Jazzlore 40) (The Complete Atlantic Recordings of Lennie Tristano, Lee Konitz & Warne Marsh (Mosaic MD6-171))

12-20-56 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ts), Jimmy Rowles (p), Leroy Vinnegar (b), Shelly Manne (dr): Los Angeles, California
01. The Nearness Of You 02. Like Someone In Love 03. Don't Explain 04. Some Of These Days 05. Close Your Eyes
Lee Konitz: Worthwhile Konitz (Atlantic P-6109, (The Complete Atlantic Recordings of Lennie Tristano, Lee Konitz & Warne Marsh (Mosaic MD6-171))

12-22-56 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Jimmy Rowles (p), Leroy Vinnegar (b), Shelly Manne (dr): Los Angeles, California
01. You're Driving Me Crazy 02. Blues (incomplete) 03. Don't Blame Me 04. The Song Is You
(Unissued--master no longer exists)
Lee Konitz: Worthwhile Konitz (Atlantic P-6109) (The Complete Atlantic Recordings of Lennie Tristano, Lee Konitz & Warne Marsh (Mosaic MD6-171), Koch Records CD8502

Lee Konitz: Conversations on the Improviser's Art
Andy Hamilton
http://www.press.umich.edu/titleDetailDesc.do?id=130264
The University of Michigan Press, 2007
2-?-57 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Billy Bauer (g), Peter Ind (b), Dick Scott (dr): Midway Lounge, Pittsburg, PA
01. Allegheny (Lee Konitz) 02. Happy Lee (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Timespan (Wave LP 14)

2-15-57 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Billy Bauer (g), Peter Ind (b), Dick Scott (dr) *=Don Ferrara (tp): Midway Lounge, Pittsburg, PA
01. Straightaway 02. Foolin' Myself 03. You Go To My Head 04. Melancholy Baby 05. Pennies In Minor (Lennie Tristano)* 06. Sweet And Lovely* 07. Easy Livin'08. Midway
Lee Konitz: The Real Lee Konitz (Atlantic 1273) (The Complete Atlantic Recordings of Lennie Tristano, Lee Konitz & Warne Marsh (Mosaic MD6-171)) Koch Records CD8502

5-5-57 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Don Ferrara (tp), Sal Mosca (p), Peter Ind (b), Shadow Wilson (dr): NYC
01. Sunflower (Don Ferrara) 02. Stairway To The Stars 03. Movin' Around (Don Ferrara)
04. Kary's Trance (Lee Konitz) 05. Crazy She Calls Me 06. Billie's Bounce (Charles Parker) 07. Blues (Unissued)
Lee Konitz: Very Cool (Verve POCJ-1933)

5-6-57 Miles Davis Orchestra
Miles Davis (flg), Bernie Glow, Ernie Royal, Louis Mucci, Taft Jordan, John Carisi (tp), Frank Rehak, Jimmy Cleveland, Joe Bennet (tb), Tom Mitchell (b-tb), Willie Ruff, Tony Miranda or Jim Buffington (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Lee Konitz (as), Danny Bank (b-cl), Romeo Penque, Sid Cooper or Edwin Caine (fl, cl), Paul Chambers (b), Art Taylor (dr), Gil Evans (arr, cond): NYC
01. The Maids Of Cadiz 02. The Duke (Dave Brubeck)
Miles Davis: Miles Ahead: Miles Davis Plus 19 (Columbia CL 1041), Sony CD65121

5-10-57 Miles Davis Orchestra
Miles Davis (flg), Bernie Glow, Ernie Royal, Louis Mucci, Taft Jordan, John Carisi (tp), Frank Rehak, Jimmy Cleveland, Joe Bennet (tb), Tom Mitchell (b-tb), Willie Ruff, Tony Miranda or Jim Buffington (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Lee Konitz (as), Danny Bank (b-cl), Romeo Penque, Sid Cooper or Edwin Caine (fl, cl), Paul Chambers (b), Art Taylor (dr), Gil Evans (arr, cond): NYC
01. My Ship 02. Miles Ahead (Miles Davis/Gil Evans)
Miles Davis: Miles Ahead: Miles Davis Plus 19 (Columbia CL 1041), Sony CD65121

5-23-57 Miles Davis Orchestra
Miles Davis (flg), Bernie Glow, Ernie Royal, Louis Mucci, Taft Jordan, John Carisi (tp), Frank Rehak, Jimmy Cleveland, Joe Bennet (tb), Tom Mitchell (b-tb), Willie Ruff, Tony Miranda or Jim Buffington (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Lee Konitz (as), Danny Bank (b-cl), Romeo Penque, Sid Cooper or Edwin Caine (fl, cl), Paul Chambers (b), Art Taylor (dr), Gil Evans (arr, cond): NYC
01. New Rhumba (Ahmad Jamal) 02. Blues For Pablo (Gil Evans) 03. Springsville (John Carisi)
Miles Davis: Miles Ahead: Miles Davis Plus 19 (Columbia CL 1041), Sony CD65121

5-27-57 Miles Davis Orchestra
Miles Davis (flg), Bernie Glow, Ernie Royal, Louis Mucci, Taft Jordan, John Carisi (tp), Frank
Rehak, Jimmy Cleveland, Joe Bennet (tb), Tom Mitchell (b-tb), Willie Ruff, Tony Miranda or Jim Buffington (frh), Bill Barber (tu), Lee Konitz (as), Danny Bank (b-cl), Romeo Penque, Sid Cooper or Edwin Caine (fl, cl), Paul Chambers (b), Art Taylor (dr), Gil Evans (arr, cond): NYC

I Don't Wanna Be Kissed 02. The Meaning Of The Blues 03. Lament (J. J. Johnson)

Miles Davis: Miles Ahead: Miles Davis Plus 19 (Columbia CL 1041), Sony CD65121

9-6, 27-57, and 10-10-57 Gil Evans Orchestra
Louis Mucci, Jake Koven (tp), *= John Carisi (tp), Jimmy Cleveland (tb), Bart Carsalona (b-tb), Steve Lacy (ss), Lee Konitz (aka: "Zeke Tolin") (as), Dave Kurtzer (bassoon), Gil Evans (p), Paul Chambers (b), Nick Stabulas (d) [*= Jo Jones (d) in place of Stabulas]: Rudy van Gelder Studios, Hackensack, NJ

01. Remember* 02. Ella Speed 03. Big Stuff 04. Nobody's Heart 05. Just One Of Those Things 06. If You Could See Me Now 07. Jambangle (Gil Evans)

Gil Evans: Gil Evans & 10 (Prestige 7120) 1957--Prestige, 7120 and 7756 (LP) 1959--New Jazz, NJLP 8215 (LP)--Prestige (Japan), SMJ 6516 (LP)--Prestige, P-24049 (LP)--Prestige (Japan), LPJ 40006 (LP) 1989--Prestige, OJC-346 (P-7120) (LP) 1989--Prestige, OJCCD-346-2 (P-7120) (CD)

9-25-57 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Don Ferrara (tp), Sal Mosca (p), Peter Ind (b), Ed Levinsohn (dr)

01. Memories Of You (Eubie Blake) 02. Willow Weep For Me 03. Sunday 04. Jonquil (Billy Bauer)

05. When You're Smiling

Lee Konitz: Unissued Session (Verve)

10-22-57 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Billy Bauer (g), Henry Grimes (b), Dave Bailey (dr): NYC

01. Stephanie (Lee Konitz) 02. Memories Of You (Eubie Blake) 03. People Will Say We're In Love
04. When You're Smiling 05. Sunday 06. Lennie-Bird (Lennie Tristano) 07. The Nearness Of You
08. Jonquil (Billy Bauer)

Lee Konitz: Tranquility (Verve POCI-2140)

12-4, 5-57 Gerry Mulligan Ensemble
Lee Konitz (as), Allen Eager, Zoot Sims (as, ts), Al Cohn (ts, bar), Gerry Mulligan (bar), Freddie Green (g), Henry Grimes (b), Dave Bailey (dr) (all songs composed by Gerry Mulligan): NYC

01. Four And One More 02. Crazy Day 03. Turnstile 04. Sextet 05. Disc Jockey Jump 06. Venus de Milo 07. Revelation

Gerry Mulligan: The Gerry Mulligan Songbook (World Pacific Jazz PJ-1237, Pacific Jazz CD 33575-2)

?,-58 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Don Ferrara (tp), Sal Mosca (p), Peter Ind (b), Ed Levinson (dr)

01. Unknown Title (approximately 12 minutes long)

According to Lords "This was a free-form piece and considered unsuitable for issue at the time by Verve Records."

Lee Konitz: Unissued Session (Verve)

2-6-58 Lee Konitz Orchestra
Lee Konitz (as), Gene Orloff (vln), Alan Shulman (cello), Lou Stein (p), Billy Bauer (g), Bill Russo (arr, cond), others unknown: NYC
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz With Strings: An Image (Verve MGVS 6035) Lee Konitz Meets Jimmy Giuffre (Verve CD 314 527 780-2)

2-8-58 Lee Konitz Orchestra
Lee Konitz (as), Gene Orloff (vln), Alan Shulman (cello), Lou Stein (p), Billy Bauer (g), Bill Russo (arr, cond), others unknown: NYC
01. *The Daffodil's Smile* (Bill Russo) 02. *I Got It Bad* (Duke Ellington) 03. *Blues For Our Children* (Lee Konitz/Bill Russo)
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz With Strings: An Image (Verve MGVS 6035) Lee Konitz Meets Jimmy Giuffre (Verve CD 314 527 780-2)

4-30-58 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh Ensemble
Don Elliott (tp, vibes) (out on *Subconscious-Lee*), Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Billy Taylor (p), Mundell Lowe (g), Eddie Safranski (b), Ed Thigpen (dr), Gilbert Seldest (host)

7-?-58 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts) (out on Will You Still Be Mine), Knobby Totah (b), Paul Motian (dr): Half Note, NYC
Private Recording

7-6-58 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Henry Grimes (b), Ed Levinson (d): New Port, Rhode Island
Lee Konitz: From Newport To Nice (Philology W65-2)
*Available on: Newport Jazz Festival 1958: Mostly Miles (Phontastic PHONT NCD 8813)

9-29-58 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Zoot Sims (ts), J. J. Johnson, Kai Winding (tb), Red Garland (p), Oscar Pettiford (b), Kenny Clarke (dr): Berlin, West Germany
01. *Star Eyes* Lee Konitz (as), Phineas Newborn (p), Oscar Pettiford (b), Kenny Clarke (dr) 02. *Our Delight* (Tadd Dameron)* 3. *Yardbird Suite* (Charles Parker)*
Lennie Tristano Solo in Europe/Lee Konitz Quartet In Europe (Unique(IT)UJ21)

*The All Stars "Live" European Concert (Unique(IT)UJ25)

2-24-59 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (t), Bill Evans (p), Jimmy Garrison (b), Paul Motian (dr):NYC
Lee Konitz: Live At The Half Note (Verve CD 314 521 659-2)

5-12-59 Lee Konitz/Jimmy Giuffre Octet
Lee Konitz (as), Jimmy Giuffre (bar, arr), Hal McKusick (as), Ted Brown, Warne Marsh (ts), Bill Evans (p), Buddy Clark (b), Ronnie Free (dr): NYC
01. Darn That Dream 02. Palo Alto (Lee Konitz) 03. When Your Lover Has Gone 04. Cork 'n' Bib (Lee Konitz) 05. Somp'n Outa' Nothin' (Jimmy Giuffre) 06. Someone To Watch Over Me 07. Uncharted (Jimmy Giuffre) 08. Moonlight In Vermont 09. The Song Is You
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz Meets Jimmy Giuffre (Verve CD 314 527 780-2)

8-?-59 Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Bill Evans (p), Jimmy Garrison or Henry Grimes (b), Paul Motian (dr): Half Note, NYC
01. You Stepped Out Of A Dream 02. Scrapple From The Apple (Charles Parker) 03. Indian Summer 04. It's You Or No One 05. I'll Remember April 06. Out Of Nowhere* 07. Fishin' Around* 08. Will You Still Be Mine?* 09. What Is This Thing Called Love?*
Warne Marsh: The Art Of Improvising Vol. 1 (Revelation 22)
*Warne Marsh: The Art Of Improvising Vol. 2 (Revelation 27)

10-29-59 Lee Konitz
Lee Konitz (as), Ernie Royal, Marky Marowitz, Phil Sunkel (tp), Eddie Bert, Billy Byers (tb), Bill Evans (p), Sonny Dallas (b), Roy Haynes (dr), Jimmy Giuffre (arr, cond): NYC
01. I'm Getting Sentimental Over You 02. You Don't Know What Love Is 03. I Didn't Know About You 04. Everything I've Got Belongs To You
Lee Konitz: You And Lee (Verve MGV-8362)

10-30-59 Lee Konitz
Lee Konitz (as), Ernie Royal, Marky Marowitz, Phil Sunkel (tp), Billy Byers (tb), Jim Hall (g), Sonny Dallas (b), Roy Haynes (dr), Jimmy Giuffre (arr, cond): NYC
01. Out Of This World 02. You Are Too Beautiful 03. The More I See You 04. You're Driving Me Crazy
Lee Konitz: You And Lee (Verve MGV-8362)

12-12, 17-59 unknown
Lee Konitz (as), rest unknown.
01. Baby 02. This Thing 03. Late Start 04. Stretching Out (pt.1) 05. Stretching Out (pt. 2) 06. Nice
07. *Four Pence* 08. *That Thing* 09. *Time In*
Lee Konitz: Unissued Session (Verve)

1-4-60 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Sal Mosca (p), Peter Ind (b), Dick Scott (dr)
01. *Untitled Blues* (no. 5)
Lee Konitz: Unissued Session (Verve)

2-22-60 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Nico Buninck (p), Ben Tucker (b), Al Levitt (dr): East Side Studio, NYC
01. *Wild Blues* (Lee Konitz) (Recorded at Peter Ind's Studio)
Lee Konitz: Timespan (Wave LP 14)

3-26-60 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Sal Mosca (p), Peter Ind (b), G.T.Hogan (dr), *= Dick Scott replaces G.T.Hogan: East Side Studio, NYC
01. *Main Street* (Lee Konitz) 02. *Exploration* (Lee Konitz)* (Recorded at Peter Ind's Studio)
Lee Konitz: Timespan (Wave LP 14)

4-29-60 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Peter Ind (b), Dick Scott (dr): East Side Studio, NYC
01. *One Part Invention* (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Timespan (Wave LP 14)

6-10-60 unknown
Lee Konitz (as), others unknown.
01. *I'll Remember April* 02. *All The Things You Are* 03. *You Go To My Head* 04. *Scrapple From The Apple* (Charles Parker)
Lee Konitz: Unissued Session (Verve)

6-16-60 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Sal Mosca (p), Peter Ind (b), Dick Scott (dr)
01. *Untitled Blues* (no. 4) 02. *Pennies From Heaven*
Lee Konitz: Unissued Session (Verve)

10-20-60 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Al Schackman (g), Peter Ind (b), Dick Scott (dr): East Side Studio, NYC
01. *October Blues* (Lee Konitz) (Recorded at Peter Ind's Studio)
Lee Konitz: Timespan (Wave LP 14)

10-31-60 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Sal Mosca (p), Peter Ind (b), Dick Scott (dr)
01. *Untitled Blues* (no. 3)
Lee Konitz: Unissued Session (Verve)

11-27-60 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Al Schackman (g), Peter Ind (b), Dick Scott (dr)
01. Untitled Blues (no. 6)
Lee Konitz: Unissued Session (Verve)

11-29-60 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Sal Mosca (p), Peter Ind (b), Dick Scott (dr): East Side Studio, NYC
01. Blue Ballad (Lee Konitz) Lee Konitz (as), Sal Mosca (p), Peter Ind (b) 02. Statement (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Timespan (Wave LP 14)

12-2-60 Lee Konitz solo
Lee Konitz (as)
01. Untitled Blues (no. 1) 02. Untitled Blues (no. 7)
Lee Konitz: Unissued Session (Verve)

?-?-61 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Ronnie Ball (p), Sonny Dallas (b), Dick Scott (dr): East Side Studio, NYC
01. East Side
Lee Konitz: Timespan (Wave LP 14)

3-11-61 Billy Bauer Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Billy Bauer (g), Bill Pemberton (b), Roy Haynes (dr)
Sherwood Inn, New Hyde Park, Long Island
titles unknown
Private Recording (recorded by Billy Bauer)

8-17-61 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Sonny Dallas (b), Nick Stabulas (dr)
Lee Konitz: Motion (Verve CD 314 557 107-2)

8-21-61 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Sonny Dallas (b), Nick Stabulas (dr)
Lee Konitz: Motion (Verve CD 314 557 107-2)

8-29-61 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Sonny Dallas (b), Elvin Jones (dr): NYC
01. I Remember You 02. All Of Me 03. Foolin' Myself 04. You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To 05.
I'll Remember April 06. You Don't Know What Love Is 07. These Foolish Things (first issued 4-21-98) 08. Out Of Nowhere 09. It's You Or No One
Lee Konitz: Motion (Verve CD 314 557 107-2) (all except 7 on Verve 821 553-2, 1-5 on Verve V6-8399)

?-?-64 Lee Konitz with Danish Radio Jazzgroup
Studio. Danish Radio, Copenhagen
01. Diversion (Ray Pitts) 17:30
Radio Broadcast

6-6-64 Lennie Tristano Quintet
Lennie Tristano (p), Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Sonny Dallas (b), Nick Stabulas (dr): Half Note, NYC
01. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 02. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) 03. Background Music (Warne Marsh) (Originally a TV Broadcast called "Look Up & Live")
Lennie Tristano: Continuity (Jazz Records JR6CD)

12-4-64--4-12-65 Kenny Burrell Orchestra
Louis Mucci, Johnny Coles (tp), Julius Watkins, Ray Alonge (frh), James Cleveland, Jimmy Knepper (tb), Billy Barber (tu), Steve Lacy (ss), Lee Konitz (as), Raymond Beckenstein (as, fl), Richie Kamuca (ts, oboe), Bob Tricarico (bassoon), George Marge, Andy Fitzgerald (fl, english horn), Ron Carter (b), Charlie Persip, Elvin Jones (dr), Gil Evans (arr): Rudy VanGelder Studios, Englewood Cliffs, NJ
01. Lotus Land 02. Loie 03. Breadwinner 04. Last Night When We Were Young 05. Greensleeves 06. Moon And Sand 07. Terrace Theme 08. Prelude #2 09. Downstairs
Kenny Burrell: Guitar Forms (1965--Verve, V 8612 and V6-8612 (LP)--Verve (UK), VLP 9099 (LP)--Verve, Jazz 12 (LP)--Verve (Japan), MV 2070 (LP)--Verve, 2354 158 (LP)--Metro, 2356 101 (LP) 1997--Verve (USA), 314 521 403-2 (CD)

?-?-65 Lee Konitz/Jan Johanson Orchestra
Stockholm
titles unknown, 30 minutes, Television Broadcast
3-27-65 Lee Konitz solo
Lee Konitz (as): Carnegie Hall, NYC
01. Blues For Bird (Lee Konitz)
Various: Charlie Parker 10th Memorial Concert (CDVerve826985-Limelight 86017)

10-21-65 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Rene Thomas (g), Misha Mengelberg (p), Rob Langereis (b), Han Bennink (d):
Groningen, Netherlands
01. Round Midnight* 02. Baby Baby All The Time (Unissued) 03. All The Things You Are* 04. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) (Unissued) All Broadcast by unknown Netherlands radio station.
*=-Lee Konitz: From Newport To Nice (Philology(IT)W65-2)

10-31-65 and 11-1-65 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Bill Evans (p) (*omit Evans), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pederson (b), Al Dawson (dr):
Tivoli Theatre, Copenhagen, Denmark
05. *What's New?*  
Note: there are several contradictory dates for these sessions.
Lee Konitz/Bill Evans: Together Again (Moon MLP 024 CD) (1, 5 are available on Lee Konitz: Move (Moon MCD057-2)

11-?-65 Lee Konitz All Stars
Lee Konitz (as), Dusko Goykovic (tp), Franco Cerri (g), unknown (b), unknown (dr), Lilian Terry (vcl): Milan, Italy
titles unknown, radio Broadcast

?-?-66 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Francy Boland (p), Jimmy Woode (b), Kenny Clarke (dr): Lugano
01. *There Will Never Be Another You*
private video

2-26-66 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Dick Katz (p), Victor Sproles (b), Ronnie Bedford (dr): NYC
Lee Konitz: Modern Jazz Compositions From Haiti (GM(Haiti)LP001)

3-19-66 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Derek Bailey (g), Gavin Bryars (b), Tony Oxley (dr): Club 43, Manchester, England
01. *Carvin' The Bird* (Charles Parker) 02. *I Remember You* 03. *Out Of Nowhere*
Private Tape

9-28-66 Dave Pike Sextet
Dave Pike (vibes), Lee Konitz (as), Eddie Daniels (ts, cl), Don Friedman (p), Chuck Israel (b, el-b), Arnie Wise (dr): Village Gate, NYC
Dave Pike: The Doors of Perception (Vortex SD2007)

10-23-66 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Bill Rubinstein (p), Hal Gaylor (b), Mousie Alexander (dr)
01. *Baby, Baby All The Time* 02. *Always* 03. *Try A Little Tenderness* 04. *Donna Lee* (Charles Parker)
Unissued (further information not available)

12-24-66 Lee Konitz/Teddy Edwards Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Teddy Edwards (ts), David Izenzon (b), Oliver Johnson (dr): WBAI Studios, NYC
Private Recording

9-25-66 Lee Konitz Play Along Record: NYC
01. Basin Street Blues (a) Lee Konitz (as), Buck Clayton (tp), Vic Dickenson (tb), Bob Wilber (el), Bud Freeman (ts), Dick Wellstood (p), Ahmed Abdul-Malik (b), Panama Francis (dr) 02. Three Little Words (b) Lee Konitz (as), Don Abney (p), Oscar Pettiford (b), Kenny Clarke (d) 03. You Go To My Head (c) 04. Meditation (c) Lee Konitz (as), accompanied by known metronome and unknown Orchestra, including strings. 05. Somewhere (d) 06. Somewhere (e) 07. Blues In A Flat (d) 08. 3/4 Waltz (d) 09. 3/4 Waltz (e) 10. Free Form (no. 1) (d) 11. Free Form (no. 1) (e) 12. Ballad (d) 13. Ballad (e)
Note: This is a Music Minus One (aka "Play Along") recording. A, B, and C feature Lee Konitz overdubbed on material originally performed at some point in 1959. D features Lee Konitz and a metronome overdubbed onto unknown backgrounds. E features Lee Konitz and a metronome only. All Lee Konitz was recorded in 1967.
Music Minus One: Lee Konitz Sax Duets (Music Minus One MM04017)

3-13, 14-68 Attila Zoller: MPS Tonstudio Villingen, West Germany
01. Freeline Fraulein Lee Konitz (as), Attila Zoller (g) 02. Danke For The Memory Lee Konitz (as), Attila Zoller (g), Barre Phillips (b) 03. Feeling-in And Filling-in Villingen 04. Medley: Ach! Tavia... Skertzo... Alicia's Lullaby Lee Konitz (as), Attila Zoller (g), Albert Mangelsdorff (tb) 05. Zores Mores 06. At Twilight 07. Struwelpeter 08. Rumpelstilzchen 09. Alat's Mood Lee Konitz (as), Attila Zoller (g), Barre Phillips (b), Stu Martin (dr) 
Attila Zoller: Zo-Ko-Ma (MPS(G)15070)

3-22-68 Lee Konitz Quartet
01. Struwelpeter 02. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano)* 03. At Twilight* 04. Rumpelstilzchen 05. Ode To Billie Joe 06. Alicia's Lullaby 07. Palo Alto (Lee Konitz) 08. The Theme Lee Konitz (as), Attila Zoller (g), Barre Phillips (b), Stu Martin (dr): Amerika-Haus, Cologne, West Germany
Theme WDR Radio Germany "Jazz In Action" (recorded, not broadcast)
* = Lee Konitz: From Newport To Nice (Philology W65-2)
3-29-68 Norddeutscher Rundfunk Orchestra
Allan Botschinsky (tp, flh), Torolf Mölgard (tb), Claes Rosendahl (fl, ts), Lee Konitz (as, fl), Heinz Sauer (ss, ts), Cecil Payne (cl, bs), Wolfgang Dauer (p, org), Attila Zoller (g), Barre Phillips (b), Stu Martin (dr)
01. Struwelpeter 02. Beehive '94 03. The Sweet Hustler 04. At Twilight e. 7992 Up To The Moment (7:48) f. 7993 Rumpelstilzchen (6:35) g. 7994 Impressions Of Sounds For Piano And Band (5:35) h. 7995 Flying Fish (6:22) i. 7996 Cry Cry Gypsy Cry (8:40) j. 7997 Rebecca Is 18 (5:23) k. 7998 Get The Money Blues (6:46) prod. Hans Gertberg
Issues: tracks c., g. and j. on 654057 NDR JAZZWORKSHOP 1968/69 (var)

5-31-68 Norddeutscher Rundfunk Orchestra
Jimmy Owens, Ack Van Rooyen (tp, flh), Slide Hampton (tb), Lee Konitz (fl, as), Phil Woods (cl, as), Gato Barbieri (ts), Joachim Kuhn (p, org), Volker Friegel (g), Gunter Lenz (b), Barry Altschul, Aldo Romano (dr): Hamburg, Germany a. Never Subject To Change (3:50) b. The Jazz Galeo (9:45) c. Blue Mist (12:10) d. Western Meaning (10:40) e. 7406 And When We're Young (6:50) f. 7407 We Are Going Up (8:10) g. 7408 String Tales (11:25) h. 7414 Tribute To Louis (6:36) i. 7445 Cane '68 (7:10) j. 7446 Milan Is Love (4:03) k. 7457 Present And Future (4:34)
Issues: tracks a. and h. on 654057 NDR JAZZWORKSHOP 1968/69 (var)

6-2, 3-68 Septet
Lee Konitz, Pony Poindexter, Phil Woods, Leo Wright (as), Steve Kuhn (p), Palle Danielsson (b), Jon Christensen (dr)
01. Native Land (Curtis Amy) 02. Body And Soul 03. Prompt (Benny Bailey) 04. The Perils Of Poda (Phil Woods) 05. Lee-0's Blues 06. Lee's Tribute To Bach And Bird
Various: Alto Summit (BASF MB20675)

6-8-68 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Mijenko Prohaska (b), Silvja Glojnaric (dr)
01. Medley: HiBeck (Lee Konitz), You Don't Know What Love Is, Meditations, Struttin' With Some Barbecue
Sampler: Jazz '68 (Heliodon(YU)LP08-001)

10-12-68 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Martial Solal (p), Henri Texier (b), Daniel Humiard (dr): Rome, Italy
01. Collage On Standards 02. Duet For Saxophone And Drums, And Piano 03. Anthropology (first version) 04. Lover Man (second version) 05. Roman Blues (first version)
Lee Konitz: European Episode (CAM 498375-2)

10-12-68 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Martial Solal (p), Henri Texier (b), Daniel Humiard (dr): Rome, Italy
01. Anthropology (second version) 02. Impressive Rome 03. Lover Man 04. Stella By Starlight 05. Roman Blues
Lee Konitz: Impressive Rome (CAM 498376-2)

10-?-68 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as3, 5)varitone(1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8)flute(6)), Enrico Rava (tp), Franco D'Andrea (p),
Giovanni Tommaso (b), Gege Munari (dr): Rome, Italy
01. A Minor Blues (Lee Konitz) 02. Five, Four and Three 03. Komonia 04. Midnight Mood 05. Terre Lontane 06. Take Seven 07. Giovani d'Oggi 08. Tune Down (all songs composed by Giovanni Tommaso except as indicated)
Lee Konitz: Stereokonitz (RCA CD 74321591462)

3-20, 21-69 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as, el-as, ts), Marshall Brown (tb, baritone horn), Dick Katz (p, el-p), Eddie Gomez (b), Jack DeJohnette (dr): Decca Studios, NYC
01. Thumb Under (Bela Bartok) 02. Lester Leaps In (Lester Young) 03. Village Joke (Bela Bartok) 04. Something To Sing (Dick Katz) 05. Peacemeal (Dick Katz) 06. Body And Soul 07. Peasant Dance (Bela Bartok) 08. Fourth Dimension (Lee Konitz)
09. Second Thoughts (Dick Katz) 10. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Peacemeal (Milestone MSP 9025, OJCCD-1101-2)

7-8-69 Lars Gullin Sextet
Lee Konitz (as), Lars Gullin (bar), Jan Allen (tp), Red Mitchell (b), Leif Wennerstrom (dr): Golden Circle, Stockholm, Sweden
01. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) 02. Like Someone In Love 03. Cool Blues (Charles Parker) 04. Softly As In A Morning Sunrise
Private Recording

8-?-70 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Art Hoyle (tp), John Young (p), Rufus Reid (b), Philly Joe Jones (dr), Eddie Jefferson (vcl): North Park Hotel, Chicago, Illinois
01. Scrapple From The Apple (Charles Parker) 02. Groovin' High (Dizzy Gillespie) 03. Yardbird Suite (Charles Parker) 04. Now's The Time (Charles Parker) 05. Disappointed/Lady Be Good
Various: Charlie Parker Memorial Concert (Cadet 2CA60002)

?-?-71 Movie Soundtrack
Lee Konitz (as), Jim Hall (g), Ron Carter (b)
Titles Unknown
Movie: Desperate Character (Written/Directed by Frank D. Gilroy)

2-?-71 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Sal Mosca (p), (* Omit Mosca) Ron Carter (b), Mousie Alexander (dr): Decca Sound Studios, NYC
01. Two Not One (Lennie Tristano) 02. Hugo's Head (Lee Konitz)* 03. Lennie-Bird (Lennie Tristano) 04. Another 'Nother (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Spirits (Milestone 9038, Fantasy OJCCD-1024-2)

3-?-71 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Sal Mosca (p): Decca Sound Studios, NYC
01. Baby (Lennie Tristano) 02. Dreams (Lennie Tristano) 03. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 04. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 05. Kary's Trance (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Spirits (Milestone 9038, Fantasy OJCCD-1024-2)
10-19-71 La Monte Young Quintet
La Monte Young (vcl, moog), Marian Zazeela (vcl), Jon Hassell (tp), Lee Konitz (ts), David Rosenboom (viola): NYC
01. Map of 49s Dream: The Two Systems of Eleven Sets of Galactic Intervals Ornamental Light Years Tracery
Private Recording

2-4-72 Charles Mingus Ensemble
John Faddis, Lloyd Michaels, Eddie Preston, Lonnie Hillyer (tp), Sharon Moe, Dick Berg (frh), Eddie Bert (tb), Bob Stewart (tu), George Dorsey, Richie Perri, Lee Konitz, Charles McPherson (as), Gene Ammons, Bobby Jones (ts), Gerry Mulligan, Howard Johnson (bar), John Foster (p), Milton Hinton, Charles Mingus (b), Joe Chambers (dr).
(all songs composed by Charles Mingus unless otherwise indicated): Philharmonic Hall, NYC
01. Jump Monk* 02. E.S.P. 03. Ecclesiastics* 04. Eclipse* 05. Us Is Two*
06. Taurus In The Arena Of Life* 07. Mingus Blues* 08. Little Royal Suite 09. Strollin'
* = Lee Konitz does not solo.
Charles Mingus: Charles Mingus And Friends In Concert (Columbia KG 31614, Columbia Legacy C2K 64975-2)

7-15-73 Septet
Lee Konitz, Gary Bartz, Charlie Mariano, Jackie McLean (as), Joachim Kuhn (p), Palle Danielson (b), Hans Bennink (dr): Rosenberg Studio, Copenhagen, Denmark
01. Another Hairdo (Charles Parker) 02. Mode For Jay Mac 03. Love Choral (Lee Konitz) 04. Fanfare (Lee Konitz) 05. Du (Gary Bartz) 06. Hymn (Lee Konitz)
07. Telielu Rama Tyagaraja
Various: Altissimo (West Wind 2019)

7-10-73 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jim Hall (g), Eddie Gomez (b), Beaver Harris (dr): Rox Theatre, Haiti
01. Sousa 02. Chromatic Tension
Lee Konitz: Daring Jazz Compositions (GM LP001)

7-16-73 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz, Jackie McLean (as), Ole Kock Hansen (p), Johnny Dyani (b), Michael Carvin (dr): Club Montmarte, Copenhagen
01. Cadence (Lee Konitz solo) 02. Stella By Starlight (Lee Konitz/Johnny Dyani duet) 03. Buzzy
Private Recording

8-27-73 Lars Gullin Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Bernt Rosengren (ts), Lars Gullin (p), Red Mitchell (b), Island Ostlund (dr): EMI-Studios, Stockholm, Sweden
01. The Carousel (Lars Gullin) 02. Blue Mail (Lars Gullin)
Lars Gullin: Like Grass (EMI 4752062)
10-1-73 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Marshall Brown (v tb), Dick Katz (p), Jimmy Madison (dr): Tokyo, Japan
01. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 02. Mrs. Richards (Dick Katz) 03. Golden State
Private Recording: Japanese Radio Broadcast

4-14-74 Chet Baker Quintet
Chet Baker (tp, vcl), Lee Konitz (as), Keith Jarrett (p), Charlie Haden (b), Beaver Harris (dr): NYC
01. Buzzy (Charles Parker) 02. You're A Weaver Of Dreams 03. There Will Never Be Another You
04. Lover Man 05. Like Someone In Love 06. Donna Lee (Charles Parker)
Chet Baker: Chet Baker With Konitz And Jarrett (Jazz Conn It Jc113)

4-14-74 Chet Baker Quartet
Chet Baker (tp, vcl), Lee Konitz (as), Michael Moore (b), Beaver Harris (dr): NYC
01. Airegin (Sonny Rollins) 02. Au Privave (Charles Parker) 03. Body And Soul
04. Willow Weep For Me 05. Walkin' 06. There Will Never Be Another You
07. Just Friends 08. This Is Always
Chet Baker: Chet Baker-Lee Konitz In Concert (India Navigation 1052)

4-26-74 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Marshall Brown (v tb), Dick Katz (p), Michael Moore (b), Beaver Harris (dr): Half
Note, NYC
01. Struttin' With Some Barbecue 02. Mrs. Richards (Dick Katz) 03. Blue Light
04. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 05. Body And Soul 06. Bojou
Private Recording

7-26-74 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Martial Solal (p), Niels Henning Ørsted Pederson (b) Daniel Humair (ds): Festival
d'Antibes, Juan-les-Pins, France
01. Antibes (Lee Konitz) 02. What Is This Thing Called Love? 03. Round About Midnight
(Thelonious Monk) 04. You're A Weaver Of Dreams 05. The Song Is You 06. Autumn Leaves
Lee Konitz Quartet: Jazz à Juan (Steeplechase SCCD-31072)

7-29-74 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Red Mitchell (b): Café Montmartre, Copenhagen, Denmark
01. What Is This Thing Called Love? 02. That Old Black Magic 03. Everyday We Say Goodbye 04.
You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To 05. A Try Out 06. You Are My Lucky Star 07. Cherokee 08.
Polkadots And Moonbeams 09. On Green Dolphin Street 10. I love You 11. Just One Of Those
Unissued: recorded by Nils Winther for Steeplechase

7-30-74 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Red Mitchell (b): Rosenberg Studio, Copenhagen, Denmark
all songs composed by Cole Porter
01. Just One Of Those Things (2 takes) 02. Easy To Love 03. It's Alright With Me 04. Everyday We
Say Goodbye (2 takes) 05. You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To 06. Love For Sale 07. In The Still
Lee Konitz: I Concentrate On You (A Tribute to Cole Porter) (SteepleChase SCCD-3108)

8-15-74 Lee Konitz Solo
Lee Konitz (as): Sound Track Studio, Copenhagen, Denmark
01. The Song Is You 02. Cherokee
Lee Konitz: Lone-Lee (SteepleChase SCCD-31035 CD)

9-30-74 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Martial Solal (p), Dave Holland (b), Jack DeJohnette (dr), *= Dick Katz (el-p): C.I. Recording, NYC
Lee Konitz: Satori (Milestone 9060, Fantasy OJCCD-958-2)

10-3-74 Dave Brubeck Quartet
Dave Brubeck (p), Lee Konitz (as), *= add Jack Six (b), Roy Haynes (dr), += add Anthony Braxton (as): C.I. Recording, NYC
01. Like Someone In Love 02. Don't Get Around Much Anymore* 03. All The Things You Are+ Dave Brubeck: All The Things We Are (Atlantic SD 1684) (Collectables Records COL 7724 CD)

12-20-74 Andrew Hill Quintet
Andrew Hill (p), Ted Curson (tp, flg), Lee Konitz (as, ss, ts), Cecil McBee (b), Art Lewis (dr): C.I. Recording, NYC
01. Spiral (Andrew Hill) 02. Lavern (Andrew Hill) 03. The Message (Andrew Hill) 04. Invitation
Andrew Hill: Spiral (Arista Freedom AL1007, Freedom FCD 41007)

1-?-75 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Dick Katz (p, el-p), Wilbur Little (b): C.I. Recording, NYC
01. Weaver Of Dreams 02. I Want A Little Girl 03. Invitation 04. I Remember Clifford 05. Oleo (Sonny Rollins) 06. St. Thomas (Sonny Rollins) 07. No Greater Love 08. Lushlife (Billy Strayhorn)
The Lee Konitz Trio: Oleo (Sonet SNTF 690)

4-?-75 through 5-?-75 Chuck Israels
Jimmy Maxwell, Tom Harrell, Don Hayes, Dave Berger (tp), Jimmy Knepper, Rod Levitt, Joe Randazzo (tb), Greg Herbert, Lawrence Feldman (as), Sal Nistico, Dennis Anderson (ts), Kenny Berger (bar), Ben Aranov (p), Steve Brown (g), Lisle Atkinson (b), Bill Goodwin (dr), Chuck Israels (arr, cond), Lee Konitz (as(solo): NYC
01. Solar Complexities
Chuck Israels: National Jazz Ensemble Vol. 1 (Chiaroscuro CR140), National Jazz Ensemble 1975-1976 (Chiaroscuro CR(D) 140 CD)

5-6-75 Lee Konitz Ensemble
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Joe Farrell, Don Palmer (ts), Lloyd Michels, Richard Hurwitz (tp), Barry Mour, Alan Raph (tb), Dick Katz (p, el-p), Michael Longo (el-p, synth), George Davis (g), Major Holly (b), Ray Armando (perc), Eddie Locke (dr)
01. My Own Best Friend 02. Razzle Dazzle 03. Loopin' de Loop 04. Funny Honey 05. Class 06. Me
and My Baby 07. Roxie 08. Ten Percent
Lee Konitz: Chicago'N All That Jazz (Denon 7971, Laserlight 17 089)

6-6-75 Buck Clayton Ensemble
Joe Newman, Money Johnson (tp), Vic Dickerson, George Masso (tb), Earle Warren, Lee Konitz (as), Budd Johnson, Buddy Tate, Sal Nistico (ts), Tommy Flanagan (p), Milt Hinton (b), Mel Lewis (dr): NYC
01. Sidekick 02. Change For A Buck 03. Duke We Knew 04. Glassboro Blues
Buck Clayton: Buck Clayton Jam Session Vol. 1 (Chiaroscuro CR143, Chiaroscuro CR(D) 143 CD)

8-?-75 Teo Macero Ensemble
Lee Konitz (as), Jorge Romero (b), Frank Hernandez (dr), Badal Roy (tablas), string section led by Max Polikoff (vln), Teo Macero (arr, prod): Copper Union, NYC
01. Out Of Loneliness
Teo Macero: Teo (American Clavé AMCL1002), The Best of Teo Macero (Stash STCD527)

10-15-75 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Hal Galper (p), Dave Shapiro (b), Hal Miller (dr): Ramada Inn Schenectady, NY
Private Recording
11-6-75 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Hal Galper (p), *= Lee Konitz solo: C.I. Recording Studio, NYC
01. I'm Getting' Sentimental Over You 02. Windows (Chick Corea) (2 takes) 03. Sweet And Lovely (2 takes) 04. Stella By Starlight (2 takes) 05. Goodbye 06. Solar (Miles Davis) (2 takes) 07. Soliloquy (Lee Konitz)* 08. Softly As In A Morning Sunrise
Lee Konitz & Hal Galper: Windows (Steeplechase SCCD 31057)

12-3-75 Warne Marsh Quintet
Warne Marsh (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Ole Kock Hansen (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pederson (b), Alex Riel (dr): Café Montmartre, Copenhagen, Denmark
01. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 02. I'll Remember April 03. You Don't Know What Love Is* Warne Marsh Quintet: Jazz Exchange Vol. One (Storyville STCD 8201, SLP 4001)
*Warne Marsh Quintet: Jazz Exchange Vol. Three (Storyville STCD 8203, SLP 4096)

12-3-75 Warne Marsh Quintet
Warne Marsh (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Ole Kock Hansen (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pederson (b), Alex Riel (dr): Café Montmartre, Copenhagen, Denmark
01. Sound Lee (Lee Konitz) 02. I'll See You In My Dreams 03. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 04. Little Willie Leaps (Charles Parker) 05. Blues By Lester (Lester Young) 06. What's New? 07. Ornithology (Charles Parker) 08. I Always Knew 09. Autumn Leaves 10. You Don't Know What Love Is 11. It's You Or No One
Private Recording

12-4-75 Warne Marsh Quintet
Warne Marsh (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Ole Kock Hansen (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pederson (b), Svend Erik Nørregard (dr): Café Monmate, Copenhagen, Denmark
01. April (Lennie Tristano) 02. Kary's Trance (Lee Konitz) 03. Back Home (Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh)* 04. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz)
Warne Marsh Quintet: Jazz Exchange Vol. One (Storyville STCD 8201, SLP 4001)
*Warne Marsh Quintet: Jazz Exchange Vol. Three (Storyville STCD 8203, SLP 4096)

12-5-75 Warne Marsh Quintet
Warne Marsh (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Ole Kock Hansen (p), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pederson (b), Svend Erik Nørregard (dr): Café Monmate, Copenhagen, Denmark
01. Star Eyes 02. Walking 03. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) (Storyville STCD 8201) 04. Feather Bed (Ted Brown) 05. But Not For Me 06. Darn That Dream 07. Little Willie Leaps (Charles Parker)
08. Sound Lee (Lee Konitz) 09. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) 10. I'll See You In My Dreams 11. You Stepped Out Of A Dream 12. Anthropology (Charles Parker)
Private Recording

12-6-75 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Warne Marsh (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Dave Cliff (g), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Bim Huis, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Private Recording
12-7-75 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Warne Marsh (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Dave Cliff (g), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Den Haag, Netherlands
01. Smog Eyes (Ted Brown) 02. Softly As In A Morning Sunrise 03. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 04. Sound Lee (Lee Konitz) 05. Foolin’ Myself 06. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 07. Two Not One (Lennie Tristano) 08. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) 09. You’d Be So Nice To Come Home To 10. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 11. Unknown Title 12. April (Lennie Tristano)
Private Recording

12-9-75 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Dave Cliff (g), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr) (recorded and broadcast by RTB radio): Heist-op-den-Berg, Belgium
01. Kary's Trance (Lee Konitz) 02. Blues By Lester (Lester Young) 03. April (Lennie Tristano)
Private Recording

12-15-75 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Dave Cliff (g), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Amecitia, Franeker, Netherlands
01. Kary's Trance (Lee Konitz) 02. Sound Lee (Lee Konitz) 03. Foolin' Myself 04. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 05. You Don't Know What Love Is 06. Two Not One (Lennie Tristano) 07. It's You Or No One 08. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) 09. You Go To My Head 10. Little Willie Leaps (Charles Parker)
Private Recording

12-18-75 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Seven Dials, London, England
Private Recording

12-22-75 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Dave Cliff (g), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Whitley Bay, England
01. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 02. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 03. The Night Has A Thousand Eyes 04. Lover Man 05. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 06. Sound Lee (Lee Konitz) 07. April (Lennie Tristano) 08. Star Eyes (Warne Marsh) 09. God Bless The Child 10. Chi Chi (Charles Parker) 11. Two Not One (Lennie Tristano) 12. Back Home (Warne Marsh)
Private Recording

12-27-75 Warne Marsh/Lee Konitz Quintet
Warne Marsh (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Dave Cliff (g), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Café Montmatre, Copenhagen, Denmark
01. Kary's Trance (Lee Konitz) 02. Foolin' Myself 03. Sound-Lee (Lee Konitz) 04. Two Part Invention No. 1/Allegro (J. S.Bach) 05. Two Not One (Lennie Tristano) 06. Darn That Dream
317 East 32nd (Lennie Tristano) 08. Two Part Invention No. 13/Allegro Tranquillo (J. S. Bach) 09. April (Lennie Tristano) 10. Everything Happens To Me
Warne Marsh/Lee Konitz Quintet: Live At The Montmartre Club (Storyville SLP 7171 8202 2 CD)

12-27-75 Warne Marsh/Lee Konitz Quintet
Warne Marsh (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Dave Cliff (g), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Café Montmartre, Copenhagen, Denmark
Private Recording

12-30-75 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Dave Cliff (g), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr), *= Martial Solal (p): Salle Vasse, Nantes, France
01. Wow (Lennie Tristano)* 02. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 03. Darn That Dream 04. Chi Chi (Charles Parker) 05. April (Lennie Tristano) 06. 317 Easy 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) 07. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 08. Bach Invention 09. Anthropology (Charles Parker)
Private Recording

1-17-76 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Dave Cliff (g), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Rome, Italy
01. Roma Today (Lee Konitz) 02. 317 East 32nd (Lennie Tristano) 03. Mimiche (Lee Konitz) 04. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 05. Blues For Sinesio (Lee Konitz) 06. Fools Rush In 07. Feather Bed (Ted Brown) 08. Cerri Three (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: Jazz A Confronto 32: Lee Konitz (Horo 101-32)

3-9-76 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Middleton Hall, Hull, England
01. Easy Living 02. It's Only A Paper Moon 03. You Go To My Head 04. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 05. Sound Lee (Lee Konitz) 06. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 07. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) 08. Chi Chi (Charles Parker) 09. Donna Lee (Charles Parker) 10. Lady Be Good 11. Body And Soul
Private Recording

3-13-76 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Bergamo, Italy
01. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 02. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 03. It's You Or No One 04. My Old Flame 05. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 06. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) 07. Bach Invention 08. April (Lennie Tristano)
Private Recording

3-14-76 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Pescara, Italy
**Titles unknown.** Private Recording

3-15-76 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Shaw Theatre, London, England
01. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 02. Cherokee Background Music (Warne Marsh) 03. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 04. Fools Rush In 05. Sound Lee (Lee Konitz) 06. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) 07. The Night Has 1000 Eyes 08. Two Not One 09. April (Lennie Tristano) 10. Lady Be Good

Private Recording

3-15-76 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as, Warne Marsh (ts), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Shaw Theatre, London, England
01. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 02. It's You Or No One 03. Body And Soul 04. You Go To My Head 05. Star Eyes 06. Invention in A Minor 07. Easy Living 08. All The Things You Are 09. April (Lennie Tristano)

Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh: London Concert (Wave GB LP-16)

3-30-76 Lee Konitz Quartet/Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Dave Cliff (g), Franco Cerri (g on *), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Rome, Italy
01. Stella By Starlight*

remaining titles unknown TV Broadcast

4-?-76 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Jim Raney (g), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Holland

*Titles unknown* Radio Broadcast

5-21-76 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Ronnie Scott's Club, London
01. Easy Living

Lee Konitz: Timespan (Wave LP 14)

5-24-76 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Ronnie Scott's Club, London, England
01. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 02. Embraceable You 03. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 04. Two Not One (Lennie Tristano) 05. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 06. Just Friends 07. My Old Flame

Private Recording

5-21-76 Warne Marsh/Lee Konitz Quartet
Warne Marsh (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Ronnie Scott's Club, London, England
01. Two Not One (Lennie Tristano) 02. You Go To My Head 03. Star Eyes 04. All The Things You Are 05. My Old Flame 06. Sound-Lee (Lee Konitz)

Warne Marsh/Lee Konitz: Warne Marsh Meets Lee Konitz Again (PAUSA PR-7019)

5-25-76 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Warne Marsh (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Ronnie Scott's Club, London, England
01. She's Funny That Way 02. Limehouse Blues 03. Chi Chi (Charles Parker) 04. Embraceable You 05. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 06. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 07. All The Things You Are 08. Just Friends
Private Recording

5-27-76 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Warne Marsh (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Ronnie Scott's Club, London, England
01. Limehouse Blues 02. Sound Lee (Lee Konitz) 03. Line On
Private Recording

6-?-76 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), unknown bass, Elliot Zigmund (dr): Storyville Club, NYC
01. Star Eyes 02. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 03. Takin' A Chance On Love 04. April (Lennie Tristano)
Private Recording

7-1-76 Bill Evans Trio featuring Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Bill Evans (p), Eddie Gomez (b), Elvin Jones (dr): Radio City Music Hall, NYC
01. Someday My Prince Will Come 02. Unknown Title 03. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz)
Private Recording: Originally Broadcast by Voice Of America.

7-10-76 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Roman Dylag (b), Rune Carlsson (dr): Ahus Jazz Festival, Denmark
01. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 02. All The Things You Are 03. Chi Chi (Charles Parker) 04. Body And Soul 05. Wow (Lennie Tristano) 06. Background Music (Warne Marsh) 07. Donna Lee (Charles Parker) 08. Bach Invention 09. April (Lennie Tristano) 10. Lover Man 11. You Stepped Out Of A Dream
Private Recording

7-20-76 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Carl Schroeder (p), Peter Ind (b), Al Levitt (dr): Verona, Italy
01. There Is No Greater Love 02. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 03. 317 East 32nd Street (Lennie Tristano) 04. What's New? 05. April (Lennie Tristano) 06. I Didn't Know What Time It Was 07. Bach Invention 08. Chi Chi (Charles Parker)
Private Recording

10-13, 18-76 Lee Konitz Nonet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Kenny Berger (ss, bar), Burt Collins (tp, fgl), John Eckert (tp, fgl), Jimmy Knepper (tb), Sam Burtis (b-tb), Andy Levine (p, el-p), Rufus Reid (b), Billy Hart (dr): C.I. Recording, NYC
01. If Dreams Come True 02. A Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody 03. Tea For Two 04. Matrix (Chick Corea) 05. Times Lie (Chick Corea) 06. Without A Song 07. Nefertiti (Wayne Shorter)
Lee Konitz: The Lee Konitz Nonet (Roulette SR 5006 LP)

10-20-76 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Ted Brown (ts), Albert Dailey (p), Rufus Reid (b), Joe Chambers (dr):
Downtown Sound Studio, NYC
01. *Figure And Spirit* (Lee Konitz) 02. *Dream Stepper* (Lee Konitz) 03. *Smog Eyes* (Ted Brown) 04. *April* (Lennie Tristano) 05. *Without You Man* (Lee Konitz) 06. *Dig It* (Ted Brown)
Lee Konitz Quintet: *Figure And Spirit* (Progressive PCD-7003)

11-28-76 Lee Konitz/Ted Brown Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Ted Brown (ts), Anthony Zano (p), Dave Shapiro (b), Joe Jones Jr. (dr): Eddie Condon's, NYC
01. *Background Music* (Warne Marsh) 02. *317 East 32nd Street* (Lennie Tristano) 03. *There Is No Greater Love* 04. *It's You Or No One* Private Recording

12-?-76--9-?-77 Manhattan Transfer
Marvin Stamm, Don Rader, Chuck Findley, Oscar Brashear, Randy Brecker (tp), Garnett Brown, Jack Redmond, Britt Woodman, Dave Taylor, Urbie Green, Wayne Andre (tb), Jay Migliori (reeds) Pete Christlieb (as, ts) Jimmy Giuffre, Don Menza (ts), Lee Konitz, Al Cohn (as), Victor Feldman, David Frishberg, Don Grolnick, David Foster, John Barnes, Jay Graydon, Tom Hensley, Booker T. Jones (keyboards) Buddy Emmons, Steve Cropper, Wayne Johnson, Dick Frank, Ira Newborn, Ben Benay (g), Donald "Duck" Dunn, Scott Edwards (b), Jeff Porcaro, James Gordon, Pete Johnson, Steve Gadd (dr), Bob Hall, Tommy Vig (perc) Alan Paul, Janis Siegel, Laurel Anne Masse, Tim Hauser (vcl)

?-?-77 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), rhythm section unknown: Keystone Korner, San Francisco, California

1-7-77 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (ts), Jimmy Rowles (p), Michael Moore (b): McDonald Studio, NYC

2-28-77/3-1, 2-77 Bill Evans Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Bill Evans (p), Eddie Gomez (b), Eliot Zigmund (dr): Fantasy Studios, Berkley, CA
Bill Evans: Crosscurrents (Fantasy F-9568 CD)

3-13-77 Lee Konitz/Warne Marsh
Lee Konitz (as), Warne Marsh (ts), Wray Downes (p), Dave Young (b), Shelly Gjersten (dr):
somewhere in Canada?
01. Things Ain't What They Used To Be
Other tunes from this performance are unknown. Private Recording

4-27-77 Phil Woods/Lee Konitz
Phil Woods, Lee Konitz (as), Harry Leahey (g), Steve Gilmore (b), Bill Goodwin (dr): Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA
01. Donna Lee (Charles Parker)
Phil Woods: A Jazz Life (Philology W74.2)

6-11-77 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Bill Conners (g), Paul Bley (p, el-p): Electric Lady Studios, NYC
01. Pyramid (Bill Conners) 02. Out There (Lee Konitz) 03. Talk To Me (Bill Conners)
04. Travia (Lee Konitz) 05. Longer Than You Know (Paul Bley) 06. Play Blue (Paul Bley)
Lee Konitz: Pyramid (Improvising Artists IAI 123845-2 CD)

11-?-77 I.A.I. All Stars
Lee Konitz (as), Jimmy Giuffre (cl), Paul Bley (p), Bill Conners (g): Como Jazz Festival, Italy
01. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) (Lee Konitz solo) 02. Sweet Georgia Brown 03. What Is This
Thing Called Love? 04. Unknown Title
Private Video

7-24-77 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (ts), Jimmy Rowles (p), Michael Moore (b): McDonald Studios, NYC
01. I Remember You 02. Thanks For The Memory 03. Handful Of Stars
Lee Konitz: Tenorlee (Candid CHCD 71019)

9-?-77 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Bob Mover (as), Ben Aranov (p), Mike Moole (b), Jim Madison (dr): Downtown
Sound Studios, NYC
01. Affinity (Lee Konitz) 02. All The Things You Are 03. HiBeck (Lee Konitz) 04. Waltz For Debbie
(Bill Evans) 05. Lennie-Bird (Lennie Tristano) 06. Solar (Miles Davis) 07. I Didn't Know About
You 08. It's You (Lee Konitz)
Lee Konitz: The Lee Konitz Quintet (Chiaroscuro CR 166 LP)

9-20, 21-77 Lee Konitz Nonet
Lee Konitz (as), Ronnie Cuber (bar), Burt Collins (tp, fgl), John Eckert (tp), Jimmy Knepper (tb),
Sam Burtis (b-tb, tu), Ben Aranov (p), Knobby Totah (b), Kenny Washington (dr): Downtown
Sound Studios, NYC
01. Fanfare (Lee Konitz) 02. Chi-Chi (Charles Parker) 03. If You Could See Me Now (Tadd
Dameron) 04. Sometimes I'm Happy 05. Giant Steps (John Coltrane) 06. Who You (Jimmy Knepper)
07. Stryker's Dues 08. Fourth Dimension (Lee Konitz) 09. Struttin' With Some Barbecue 10. Hymn

Lee Konitz: Conversations on the Improviser's Art
Andy Hamilton
http://www.press.umich.edu/titleDetailDesc.do?id=130264
The University of Michigan Press, 2007
Too (Lee Konitz) 11. Jazzspeak (Lee Konitz's verbal history of the nonet)
Lee Konitz: The Lee Konitz Nonet (Chiaroscuro CR(D)186 CD)

11-2-77 Shelly Manne Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Mike Wofford (p), Chuck Domanico (b), Shelly Manne (dr): Berlin, Germany
Titles unknown Radio Broadcast

11-11-77 Shelly Manne Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Mike Wofford (p), Chuck Domanico (b), Shelly Manne (dr)
01. What Is This Thing Called Love? 02. What's New? 03. Stella By Starlight 04. Take The Coltrane
(Duke Ellington)
Shelly Manne Quartet Featuring Lee Konitz: French Concert (Galaxy GXY-5124 LP)

11-16-77 Lee Konitz/Martial Solal Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Martial Solal (p), Giorgio Azzolini (b), Gil Cuppini (dr): Milan, Italy
Titles unknown Radio Broadcast

11-29-77 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Martial Solal (p): Mama Dog Studio, Rome, Italy
01. Duplicity (Lee Konitz/Martial Solal) 02. Roman Walkings (Martial Solal) 03. Esselle (Lee Konitz) 04. Words Have Been Changed (Lee Konitz/Martial Solal) 05. November Talk (Lee Konitz/Martial Solal) 06. Blues Sketch (Lee Konitz/Martial Solal) 07. Rhythm Sweet (Lee Konitz/Martial Solal)
Lee Konitz & Martial Solal: Duplicity (Horo HDP 17-18 LP)

1-18--23-78 Charles Mingus Big Band
Jack Walrath, Mike Davis, Randy Brecker (tp), Slide Hampton, Keith O'Quinn, Jimmy Knepper (tb), Kenneth Hitchcock (as, ss) Lee Konitz, Akira Ohmori, Charles McPherson, Yoshiaki Malta (as), George Coleman (as, ts), Michael Brecker, Ricky Ford, Daniel Block, John Tank (ts), Ronnie Cuber, Pepper Adams, Craig Purpura (bar), Bob Neloms, Kenny Werner (p), Larry Coryell, Jack Wilkins, Ted Dunbar, Danny Toan (g), George Mraz, Eddie Gomez (b), Joe Chambers, Dannie Richmond (dr), Ray Mantilla (perc): Atlantic Studios, NYC
01. Something Like a Bird 02. Farewell Farwell
Charles Mingus: Something Like A Bird (Atlantic SD 8805) (Collectables Records VCL 6840 CD)

1-23-78 Charles Mingus Big Band
Randy Brecker, Mike Davis, Jack Walrath (tp), Lee Konitz, Akira Ohmori (as), Ken Hitchcock (as, ss), Daniel Block, Michael Brecker, Ricky Ford (ts), Pepper Adams, Ronnie Cuber, Craig Purpura (bar), Jimmy Knepper (tb), Larry Coryell (g), Bob Neloms (p), Eddie Gomez (b) Joe Chambers or Dannie Richmond (dr): Atlantic Studios, NYC
01. Carolyn "Keki" Mingus
Charles Mingus: Me, Myself An Eye (Atlantic ATL 50 571 & SD 8803) (Collectables Records VCL 6840 CD)

3-23-78 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (ts), Jimmy Rowles (p), Michael Moore (b)
01. Tenorlee (Lee Konitz) 02. The Gypsy 03. 'Tis Autumn
Lee Konitz: Tenorlee (Candid CHCD 71019)

5-19-78 Jimmy Giuffre Trio
Jimmy Giuffre (ts, bfl), Lee Konitz (as), Paul Bley (p): Great American Music Hall, San Francisco, CA
01. Blues In The Closet (Oscar Pettiford) 02. The Sad Time (Jimmy Giuffre/Lee Konitz)
03. From Then To Then (Jimmy Giuffre/Lee Konitz)
Jimmy Giuffre: I.A.I. Festival (Improvising Artists IAI 123859), I.A.I Video (V002, VHS)

7-6-78 Bill Evans Trio with Lee Konitz
Lee Konitz (as), Bill Evans (p), Marc Johnson (b), Philly Joe Jones (dr): Arénes de Cimiez, Nice France
01. Solar (Miles Davis) 02. What Is This Thing Called Love?
Private Recording

7-7-78 Bill Evans Trio with Lee Konitz
Lee Konitz (as), Bill Evans (p), Marc Johnson (b), Philly Joe Jones (dr): Arénes de Cimiez, Nice France
01. You Don't Know What Love Is 02. Someday My Prince Will Come 03. Solar (Miles Davis)
Private Recording

7-13-78 Bill Evans Trio with Lee Konitz
Lee Konitz (as), Bill Evans (p), Marc Johnson (b), Philly Joe Jones (dr): Arénes de Cimiez, Nice France
01. Live Someone In Love 02. You Don't Know What Love Is (Bill Evans/Lee Konitz Duet) 03. What Is This Thing Called Love? 04. Someday My Prince Will Come
Private Recording

? - ?-79 Teo Macero Orchestra
Lew Soloff, Jon Faddis (tp), Lenny Hambro, Romeo Penque, Dave Valentin (fl), David Sanborn, Lee Konitz (as), George Young, Eddie Daniels (ts), Harvey Estrin (bar), Biff Hannon, Warren Bernhardt, Rob Mounsey (keyb), Kuzumi Watanabe, Steve Khan (g), George Devens (vbs), Ron Carter (b), Anthony Jackson, T.M. Stevens (eb), Steve Gadd (dr), Rubens Bassini (perc): CBS Studios, NYC
01. All To You 02. Waterbed 03. Virus 04. Our Norway 05. Round Trip
Teo Macero: Impressions Of Virus (Japanese Columbia YX7275AX)

7-17-79 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Jimmy Rowles (p), Red Mitchell (b), Shelly Manne (dr)
01. Lover Man
Lee Konitz: From Newport To Nice (Philology W65-2)

7-19-78 Bill Evans Trio with Lee Konitz
Lee Konitz (as), Bill Evans (p), Marc Johnson (b), Philly Joe Jones (dr): Terni, Italy
01. Solar (Miles Davis) 02. You Don't Know What Love Is 03. All The Things You Are
Private Recording: (Italian Radio Broadcast)

7-21-78 Bill Evans Trio with Lee Konitz
Lee Konitz (as), Bill Evans (p), Marc Johnson (b), Philly Joe Jones (dr): Ayresome Park, Middlesbrough, England
01. *Like Someone In Love* 02. *Solar* (Miles Davis) 03. *You Don’t Know What Love Is* (Bill Evans/Lee Konitz Duet)

Private Recording: (British Television Broadcast)

4-17-79 Lee Konitz Nonet
Tom Harrell, John Eckert (tp, flg), Jimmy Knepper (tb), Sam Burtis (b-tb), Lee Konitz (as, ss), Robbie Cuber (ss, bar), Harold Danko (p), Buster Williams (b), Billy Hart (dr): C.I. Recording Studio, NYC
Lee Konitz: Yes, Yes Nonet (Steeplechase SCCD-31119)

5-8-79 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Martial Solal (p), John Scofield (g), Niels-Henning Ørsted Pederson (b): MPS Recording Studio, Villingen, West Germany
Lee Konitz: Four Keys (MPS(G)15533)

8-12-79 Lee Konitz Nonet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Ronnie Cuber (bar, cl), Red Rodney (tp, flg), John Eckert (tp, flg), Jimmy Knepper (tb), Sam Burtis (b-tb, tu), Ben Aranov (p, el-p), Ray Drummond (b), Billy Hart (dr): Laren, Netherlands
Lee Konitz Nonet: Live At Laren (Soul Note 1069, Soul Note 121069 CD)

9-1-79 Lee Konitz Nonet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Roger Rosenberg (bar, ss), Tom Harrell (tp, flg), John Eckert (tp, flg), Jimmy Knepper (tb), Sam Burtis (b-tb, tu), Ben Aranov (p, el-p), Ray Drummond (b), Kenny Washington (dr): Artpark Jazz Festival, Lewiston, N.Y.
Private CDR: (Originally an NPR "Jazz Alive" presentation) (Quayle CD 010)

10-27-79 Karl Berger Group
Don Cherry (tp, fl), Susan Veglia (flg), George Lewis (tb), James Harvey (tb), Savia Berger (fl), Don Davis (as, cl, fl), Lee Konitz, Oliver Lake (as), Leroy Jenkins (vln), Tom Cora (cello), Eva Berger (p, vcl), Terry Sines (b), Peter Apfelbaum (ds, perc), Trilok Gurtu (perc): Limmathaus, Zurich, Switzerland
01. Open Time 02. The Smile That You Send Out Returns To You 03. Collective Talks 04. New Moon 05. Zyenebim (A Turkish Folk Dance)

Woodstock Workshop Orchestra: Live at the Donaueschingen Festival (MPS 68250)

10-29-79 Lee Konitz Duo
Don Cherry (tp, fl), Susan Veglia (flg), George Lewis (tb), James Harvey (tb), Savia Berger (fl), Don Davis (as, cl, fl), Lee Konitz, Oliver Lake (as), Leroy Jenkins (vln), Tom Cora (cello), Eva Berger (p, vcl), Terry Sines (b), Peter Apfelbaum (ds, perc), Trilok Gurtu (perc): Bruno Spoerri Studios, Zurich, Switzerland
01. Some Blues (Lee Konitz) 02. Ballad (Lee Konitz) 03. A Tuno For Bruno (Lee Konitz) (solo Lee Konitz) 04. Standard (Lee Konitz) 05. Talk (Karl Berger) 06. Seasons Change (Karl Berger) 07. Sundance (Karl Berger) (solo Karl Berger) 08. Mamidi II (Karl Berger) 09. Taking Time (Karl Berger) (solo Karl Berger) 10. Fun (whole-half down 89) (Karl Berger)
Lee Konitz/Karl Berger: Seasons Change (Circle RKCD/1)

11-7-79 Woodstock Workshop Orchestra
Peter Apfelbaum (ds, bs), Eva Berger (p, vcl), Ingrid Berger (perc), Savia Berger (fl), Tom Corra (cello), Don Davis (as, fl, cl), Janet Grice (bassoon), Trilok Gurtu (ds, perc), James Harvy (tb), LeRoy Jenkins (vln), Lee Konitz (as), Oliver Lake (as, fl), Mark Ralston (oboe), Terry Sines (b), Susan Veglia (frh): Milano, Italy
01. New Moon (Karl Berger) 02. Zeinebim (Karl Berger) 03. Collective Talks (Karl Berger) 04. Smile (Karl Berger) 05. Open Time (Karl Berger)
Woodstock Workshop Orchestra: New Moon (Palcoscenico PAL 15007)

1-11-80 Lee Konitz/Gil Evans Duo
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Gil Evans (p)
01. Prince Of Darkness (Wayne Shorter) 02. Reincarnation Of A Lovebird (Charles Mingus) 03. Aprilling (Lee Konitz) 04. What Am I Here For? (Duke Ellington) 05. All The Things You Are 06. Prelude No. 20 in C Minor, Opus 28 (Frederic Chopin) 07. Blues Improvisation/Zee Zee (Gil Evans) 08. Lover Man
Lee Konitz/Gil Evans: Heroes (Verve 314-511621-4)

1-12-80 Lee Konitz/Gil Evans Duo
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Gil Evans (p)
01. Orange Was The Color Of Her Dress, Then Silk Blue (Charles Mingus) 02. Moon Struck One 03. Drizzling Rain 04. Gee Baby, Ain't I Good To You 05. Buzzard Song 06. How Insensitive 07. Copenhagen Sight (Gil Evans)
Lee Konitz/Gil Evans: Anti-Heroes (Verve 314-511622)

3-3-80 Lee Konitz/Gil Evans/RAI Big Band
Lee Konitz (as), Ack Van Rooyed (tp), Giovanni Tommaso (b), Bruce Ditmas (dr), RAI Big Band, Gil Evans (arr, dir): Teatro dell'Opera di Roma, Rome, Italy
01. Eleven (Miles Davis/Gil Evans) 02. Las Vegas Tango (Gil Evans) 03. Doctor Jackle (Jackie McLean) 04. Here Comes The Honey Man 05. Gone 06. Blues In Orbit (George Russell) 07. Barbara's Song 08. Anita's Dance (Gil Evans) 09. C Minor Blues
Radio Broadcast

3-7-80 Lee Konitz/Gil Evans Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Gil Evans (p): Andrea del Sarto, Firenze, Italy
Titles unknown Private Tape

7-17-80 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Jim Raney (g): Nizza, France
01. *Just Friends* 02. *Body And Soul* 03. *Cherokee*
01, 03 were not broadcast, but the complete concert was broadcast by France Musiques. FM
 Broadcast.
* =Lee Konitz: From Newport To Nice (Philology W65-2)

10-30-80 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Martial Solal (p): Philharmonie, Berlin, West Germany
Lee Konitz/Martial Solal: Live At The Berlin Jazz Days (MPS 68289)

1-24-81 Lee Konitz Nonet
Lee Konitz (ss, as), Roger Rosenberg (ss, bar), Tom Harrell, John Eckert (tp), Jimmy Knepper (tb),
Sam Burtis (b-tb, tu), Ben Aranov (p), Frank Luther (b), Billy Hart (dr): Village Vanguard, NYC
(incomplete)
Private Recording

1-31-81 Lee Konitz Nonet
Lee Konitz (ss, as), Roger Rosenberg (ss, bar), Tom Harrell, John Eckert (tp), Jimmy Knepper (tb),
Sam Burtis (b-tb, tu), Ben Aranov (p), Frank Luther (b), Billy Hart (dr): Baird Auditorium,
Washington D.C.
01. *Jeru* (Gerry Mulligan) 02. *Godchild* 03. *Dearth Of A Nation* (Jimmy Knepper) 04. *Struttin' With Some Barbecue*
Private Recording

5-14-81 Lee Konitz/Martial Solal
Lee Konitz (as), Martial Solal (p): Nice, France
01. *Just Friends*
Martial Solal: Martial Solal "Live" 1959-1985 (PAM963) (4 LP box), on CD as Martial Solal
"Live" 1959-1985 (Flat & Sharp 239963)

7-18-81 Cedar Walton Trio and Lee Konitz
Lee Konitz (as, *ss), Cedar Walton (b), Buster Williams (b), Billy Higgins (dr): Nice Jazz Festival,
France
01. *Blue Monk>* *Rhythm-a-ning* (Thelonious Monk) 02. *Unknown title* (Lee Konitz out)
03. **I Didn't Know What Time It Was** 04. **Over The Rainbow**  
Private Tape

9-19-81 Creative Music Studio: Woodstock, NY
01. **Waltz** (Chick Corea) 02. **Isfahan** (Chick Corea) Chick Corea (p), Miroslav Vitous (b), Jack DeJohnette (dr) 03. **Stella By Starlight** 04. **Round Midnight** (Thelonious Monk) Lee Konitz (as), Chick Corea (p)  
Creative Music Studio: Woodstock Jazz Festival Vol. 1 (Douglas ADC8)
05. **Impressions** (John Coltrane), Anthony Braxton (as), Chick Corea (p), Miroslav Vitous (b), Jack DeJohnette (dr) 06. **No Greater Love** Lee Konitz, Anthony Braxton (as), Chick Corea (p), Miroslav Vitous (b), Jack DeJohnette (dr) 07. **All Blues** (Miles Davis) Lee Konitz, Anthony Braxton (as), Chick Corea (p), Pat Metheny (g), Miroslav Vitous (b), Jack DeJohnette (dr)  
Creative Music Studio: Woodstock Jazz Festival Vol. 2 (Douglas ADC9) Geneon Entertainment (DVD)

10-21-81 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Don Friedman (p), Elliot Zigmund (d), unknown (b), Michel Petrucciani (p(as indicated)): Blue Note, New York City

set one
01. **Invitation** 02. **Hairy Canary** (Chick Corea) 03. **Body And Soul** 04. **Stella By Starlight**  
set two
05. **Blues** (Friedman out, add Petrucciani)
06. **The Night Has A Thousand Eyes** 07. **A Minor Blues In F** (Lee Konitz) 08. **Hairy Canary** (Chick Corea) 09. **Autumn Dust** 10. **Oleo** (Sonny Rollins) 11. **Round Midnight** (Thelonious Monk) (solo Petrucciani)  
Private Recording

1-18, 19-82 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Art Pepper (as, cl), Michael Lang (p), Bob Magnusson (b), John Dentz (dr): Sage & Sound, Hollywood, CA
01. **'S Wonderful** 02. **A Minor Blues In F** (Lee Konitz) 03. **Whims Of Chambers** 04. **This Can't Be Love** 05. **The Shadow Of Your Smile** 06. **Anniversary Song** 07. **Cherokee**  
Lee Konitz: High Jingo: Lee Konitz & His West Coast Friends (Atlas LA27-1016, Atlas 352) also in Disc 5 of: Art Pepper: The Hollywood All-Star Sessions (Galaxy 5GCD-4431-2)

?-?2-82 Chick Corea Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Chick Corea (p, synth), Carol Shive (vln), Gregg Gottlieb (cello), Bob Magnusson (b): Mad Hatter Studio, Los Angeles, CA
01. **Duende** (Chick Corea)  
Chick Corea: Touchstone (GRP 1104) (Stretch 23699-1)

5-25-82 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Michel Petrucciani (p): Paris, France
01. **I Hear A Rhapsody** 02. **To Erlinda** (Michel Petrucciani Solo) 03. **Round Midnight** 04. **Lover Man** 05. **Ode** (Lee Konitz Solo) 06. **LoveLee** 07. **My Romance** (Unissued)  
Lee Konitz: Toot Sweet (Owl 028 CD)
2-25 through 27-83 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as, ss, ts), Harold Danko (p): Penthouse Recordings, NYC
01. I Want To Be Happy 02. The Night Has A Thousand Eyes 03. Counter-point (Harold Danko/Lee Konitz) 04. Dovetail (Harold Danko/Lee Konitz) 05. Sweet Georgia Brown 06. Alone Together 07. Cherokee 08. Penthouse Serenade 09. Play Fiddle Play
Lee Konitz: Dovetail (Sunnyside SSC1003D)

?-?-83 Teo Macero Orchestra
John Faddis, Mel Davis, Lew Soloff, Ted Curson (tp), Eddie Bert, Britt Woodman (tb), Don Butterfield (tu), Teo Macero, Lee Konitz, Dave Liebman, Pepper Adams, John Stubblefield, Al Cohn (saxes), Biff Hannon, Mick Nock (keyb), Larry Coryell (g), Will Lee (eb), Alan Schwartzberg (dr), Rubens Bassini (perc): 30th St Studios, NYC
01. Glory Be! Let The Sunshine In 02. Goodbye Mr. "Good Bass" 03. Two Bits And A Piece 04. Chill
Teo Macero: Impressions Of Charles Mingus (Palo Alto PA8046)

6-8 through 10-83 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Albert Mangelsdorff (tb): MPS Studio, Villigen, West Germany
01. Hot Hut 02. She's As Wild As Springtime (Lee Konitz) 03. Inclination 04. I Wonder What She's Doing Right Now 05. Creole Love Call 06. About Time We Looked At This 07. A Minor Blues In F (Lee Konitz) 08. Matt's Matter 09. Cher Ami 10. En Passant 11. Bloas
Lee Konitz: Art Of The Duo (Enja CD 5059-2)

8-11-83 Joe Carter Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Joe Carter (g), Harvie Swartz (b): NYC
01. A Minor Blues In F (Lee Konitz)
Joe Carter: Art Farmer/Lee Konitz With The Joe Carter Quartet & Trio (Stash-CD-571)

10-16-83 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Harold Danko (p): Quasimodo, Berlin, Germany
01. You Stepped Out Of A Dream 02. Just Friends 03. Hairy Canary (Chick Corea) 04. Lover Man 05. A Child Is Born (Thad Jones) 06. Prelude No. 20 (Frederic Chopin) 07. Play Fiddle Play
Private Recording

10-20-83 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Harold Danko (p): "Band On The Wall", Manchester, England
01. I'll Remember April 02. Lover Man 03. Mirth Song (Harold Danko) (Lee Konitz out) 04. Christmas Song 05. Chopin's Prelude No. 20 06. All The Things You Are 07. What's New? 08. Lady Be Good (vocal duet) 09. Cherokee
Private Recording

11-5-83 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jan Allan (tp), Utsava Goran Strandberg (p), Sture Nordin (b), Egil Johansen (dr): Sweden
01. Lover Man 02. A Child Is Born (Thad Jones) 03. HiBeck (Lee Konitz) 04. Cherokee 05. No
Mind At All
Lee Konitz: Glad, Koonix! (Dragon DRLP104)

11-7-83 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jan Allan (tp), Utsava Goran Strandberg (p), Sture Nordin (b), Egil Johansen (dr): Sweden
01. Changing From Meter To Centimeter 02. Body And Soul
Lee Konitz: Glad, Koonix! (Dragon DRLP104)

11-7-83 Lars Sjösten Octet
Lee Konitz (as), Gustavo Bergalli (tp), Torgny Nilsson (tb), Hector Bingert (ts), Lars Sjösten (p), Lars Lundstrøm (b), Egil Johansen (dr): Sweden
01. For F.J. Fans Only (Lars Gullin) 02. Danny's Dream (Lars Gullin) 03. Fine Together (Lars Gullin) 04. Our Knob (Lars Gullin) 05. Late Date (Lars Gullin) 06. The Flight (Lars Gullin)
Lee Konitz: Dedicated To Lee: Lee Konitz Plays The Music of Lars Gullin (Dragon DRLP66, DRCD 250)

11-7-83 Lars Sjösten Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Jan Allen (tp), Lars Sjösten (p), Lars Lundstrøm (b), Egil Johansen (dr): Sweden
01. Peter Of April (Lars Gullin)
Lee Konitz: Dedicated To Lee: Lee Konitz Plays The Music of Lars Gullin (Dragon DRLP66, DRCD 250)

11-8-83 Lars Sjösten Octet
Lee Konitz (as), Gustavo Bergalli (tp), Torgny Nilsson (tb), Hector Bingert (ts), Lars Sjösten (p), Lars Lundstrøm (b), Egil Johansen (dr): Sweden
01. Merlin (Lars Gullin) 02. Dedicated To Lee (Lars Gullin) 03. Pernitz (Lars Gullin)
Lee Konitz: Dedicated To Lee: Lee Konitz Plays The Music of Lars Gullin (Dragon DRLP66, DRCD 250)

11-8-83 Lars Sjösten Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Lars Sjösten (p), Lars Lundstrøm (b), Egil Johansen (dr): Sweden
01. Happy Again (Lars Gullin)
Lee Konitz: Dedicated To Lee: Lee Konitz Plays The Music of Lars Gullin (Dragon DRLP66, DRCD 250)

11-11-83 Lee Konitz/Martial Solal
Lee Konitz (as), Martial Solal (p): Hamburg, Germany
Lee Konitz & Martial Solal: Star Eyes, Hamburg 1983 (HatOLOGY 518 CD)

12-11-83 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Dick Katz (p), Rufus Reid (b), Al Harewood (dr): West End, NYC
Titles unknown Private Recording
1-15-84 Lee Konitz Quartet  
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Dick Katz (p), Rufus Reid (b), Al Harewood (dr): West End, NYC  
*Titles unknown* Private Recording  

3-29 through 30-84 and 4-3-84 Lee Konitz Duo  
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Harold Danko (p): NYC  
Lee Konitz: *Wild As Springtime* (Candid CCD79734)  

4-9-84 Lee Konitz Quartet  
Lee Konitz (as), Harold Danko (p), Dave Green (b), Trevor Tomkins (dr): The 100 Club, Oxford St., London  
*Private Recording*  

4-14-84 Lee Konitz Quartet  
Lee Konitz (as), Martial Solal (p), Henri Texier (b), Daniel Humair (dr): Reggio Emilia (Italy), Teatro Ariosto  
*Private Recording*  

5-?-84 Lee Konitz Quartet  
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Roland Hanna (p), George Mraz (b), Mel Lewis (ds): Village Vanguard, NYC  
Lee Konitz: *Live At The Village Vanguard Vol. 5* (Unicorn Video Inc., VHS)  
Note: This has been released in DVD format in 2005 and the recording date is given as May 1984 (not 1989, as previously stated)  

6-2-84 and 6-26-84 Max Roach Ensemble  
Bruce McMarion Wright (narrator, poet), Cecil Bridgewater (tp), Odean Pope (ts), Tony Scott (cl), Lee Konitz (as), Tommaso Lama (g), Tyrone Brown (b), Max Roach (dr, keyb, perc, vbs, vcl)  
01. *It's Christmas Again*  
Max Roach: *It's Christmas Again* (Soulnote 121153-2)
7-6-84 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Dick Katz (p), David Williams (b), Al Harewood (dr): West End Bar, NYC
WKCR Radio Broadcast

7-13-85 Lee Konitz with Jens Søndergård Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Jens Søndergård (bar), Morten Højring (g), Klavs Houman (b), Bjarne Rostvold (dr): Kongens Have, Copenhagen
1. Chick Came Round (Lee Konitz)
Radio Broadcast

10-10-85 Jazzensemble Des Hessischen Rundfunks
Lee Konitz (as), Emil Mangelsdorff (fl), Joki Freund (ss), Heinz Sauer, Christof Lauer (ts), Albert Mangelsdorff (tb), Marcus Becker (synth), Thomas Heidepriem (b), Ralf-R. Hubner (dr)
1. Noldes Himmel (Ralf-R. Hubner) (All other tracks in this double CD do not feature Lee Konitz.)
Jazzensemble Des Hessischen Rundfunks: Atmospheric Conditions Permitting (ECM 1549/50)

?–?-86 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Francis Varis (accordion), Dominique Cravic (g), Helene Labarriere (b), Jean-Claude Jouy (dr)
Lee Konitz: Medium Rare (Label Bleu LBLC6501 CD)

7-?-86 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Harold Danko (p), Rufus Reid (b), Al Harewood (dr): Nice Jazz Festival, France
Private Recording

7-22 through 23-86 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Harold Danko (p), Rufus Reid (b), Al Harewood (dr)
Lee Konitz Quartet: Ideal Scene (Soul Note 121119 CD)

8-18-86 Lee Konitz with Jazz Studio Orchestra
Lee Konitz (as), Martino Chiarulli, Giuseppe Caldarola, Mario Andriulli, Mino Lacirignola (tp), Nucci Guerra, Muzio Petrella, Giovanni Pellegrini, Gaetano Bisceglie (tb), Pippo Congedo, Pino Pichieri, Nicola Nitti, Silvano Martina, Franco Lorusso (reeds), Edy Oliveri (p), Ilario DeMarinis (b), Vincenzo Mazzone (dr), Lino Musso (perc), Paolo Lepore (cond): Puglia, Italy
1. A Night In Tunisia (Dizzy Gillespie) (5:36)
Jazz Studio Orchestra: 20 Anni (CD NTR 003 (private release)
Autumn-86 Octet and Choir
Lee Konitz (as, vocal on 05 and 07), Guido Manusardi (p), Piero Leveratto (b), Luigi Bonafede (dr), Alessandro Moccia, Corrado Masoni (vln), Gaetano Nasilio, Marco Lombardi (cello), Charlie Laurenziana G, D'Amato (choir): Italy
01. Song For Valy (Guido Manusardi) 02. All The Things You Are 03. Pratogiano (Guido Manusardi) 04. Notti In Montagna/Crying/Notti In Montagna (Guido Manusardi) 05. Nature Boy 06. Summertime 07. I Got It Bad (Duke Ellington)
Guido Manusardi: Velvet Soul (CoLaVev COL001(LP) reissued on Splasc(h) HP14) (This record was commissioned to Manusardi from a Bank, as a Christmas present to its customers, and as such has never been on sale in its original form. It was reissued later by Splasc(h) Records (LP only). It has been out of print for almost 10 years. It is based mostly on Manusardi’s arrangements of folk songs from the Alps.)

11-?-86 through 12-?-86 Pierre Blanchard Ensemble
Lee Konitz, Pierre Blanchard (as, ss), Alain Hatot (ss), Alain Jean-Marie (p), Vincent Pagliarin, Herve Cavalier (vln), Michel Michalakakos (Viola), Herve Derrin (cello), Cesarius Alvim (b), Andre Ceccarelli (dr): Gimmick Studio, Yerres, France
01. Moment's Notice (John Coltrane) 02. Solis (Pierre Blanchard) 03. Mani-Pulsations (Pierre Blanchard) 04. When Slides Are Low (Pierre Blanchard) 05. Chick Came Around (Lee Konitz) 06. XVIII Brumaire (Pierre Blanchard)
Pierre Blanchard: Music For String Quartet, Jazz Trio, Violin And Lee Konitz (Sunnyside SSC1023D)

? -87 Lee Konitz Duet
Lee Konitz (as), Harold Danko (p): Concordia University, Montreal
01. Stella By Starlight 02. Struttin' With Some Barbecue 03. Hi Beck (Lee Konitz) 04. Kary's Trance (Lee Konitz) 05. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 06. She's As Wild As Springtime (Lee Konitz)
Video: Portrait Of An Artist As Saxophonist (Rhapsody Films)

?-87 Meredith D'Ambrosio Quintet
Meredith D'Ambrosio (vcl), Lee Konitz (as), Fred Hersch (p), Michael Formanek (b), Keith Copeland (dr)
Meredith D'Ambrosio: The Cove (Sunnyside SSC1028D CD)

5-12 through 17-87 Flexible Improvising Ensemble
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Carlos Zingaro (v), Tristan Honsinger (c), Derek Bailey (g), Richard Teitelbaum (p), Barre Phillips (b)
01. Sextet (12:11) 02. Trio 1 (Konitz, Phillips, & Bailey only) (10:43) 03. Quartet (omit Zingaro & Teitelbaum) (22:19)
Company: Flexible Improvising Ensemble: Once (Incus CD04)
6-?-87 Lee Konitz with Jens Søndergård Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Jens Søndergård (bs), piano, bass, drums unknown: Det Gamle Apotek, Hellerup
01. Star Eyes 02. All The Things You Are
Private Recording

7-?-87 Lee Konitz with Danish Radio's Underholdningsorkester: Denmark
Radio Broadcast: Lee Konitz with Danish Radio's Underholdningsorkester, directed by Tony Baker.

7-?-87 Lee Konitz With Jens Søndergård Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jens Søndergård (bar), Morten Højring (g), Klavs Houman (b), Bjarne Rostvold (dr): Studio 3. Danish Radio. Copenhagen
01. All Lee (--Lee Konitz) 02. Invitation (--Jens Søndergård) 03. You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To 04. Chick Came Around (Lee Konitz) 05. Darn That Dream 06. I Don't Know (into) Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 07. Tidal Breeze (Harold Danko) 08. Lover Man
Radio Broadcast

7-24-87 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Harold Danko (p), Lyle Atkins (b), Al Harewood (dr): Duke University Umbria Jazz Festival
01. Invitation 02. Tidal Breeze (Harold Danko) 03. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz) 04. Body And Soul 05. It's You (Lee Konitz) 50 minutes
Private Recording: Originally broadcast by WUNC-FM at the University of North Carolina.

8-18, 19-87 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss, ts), Harold Danko (p), Marc Johnson (b), Adam Nussbaum (dr)
01. Candlelight Shadows (Harold Danko) 02. Everybody's Song But My Own (Kenny Wheeler) 03. Limehouse Blues 04. Monkian Round (Lee Konitz) 05. September Waltz 06. Dream Variation (Lee Konitz) 07. Invitation
Lee Konitz Quartet: The New York Album (Soul Note SN 121 169-2 CD)

9-?-87 Lee Konitz with Nordtysk Radioorkester
Lee Konitz (as), Walter Norris (p), Nordtysk Radioorkester: Hamburg, Germany
01. It's Alright With Me 02. Invitation (Lee Konitz and rhythm section only) 03. Body And Soul (Lee Konitz/Walter Norris duet)
Radio Broadcast

10-16, 17-87 George Gruntz Concert Jazz Band
Marvin Stamm, Kenny Wheeler, Enrico Rava, Manfred Schoof, Franco Ambrosetti (t, flg), Howard Johnson (bsax, tu), Lee Konitz, Ernst Ludwig Petrowsky, Joe Henderson, Larry Schneider (reeds), George Gruntz (p), Mike Richmond (b), Bob Moses (dr), *=Sheila Jordan (vcl)
01. Inner Urge (Joe Henderson) 02. A Novelette (George Gruntz) 03. Happening Now? (George Gruntz/Allen Ginsberg)* 04. Sardinia (George Gruntz) 05. Emergency Call! (George Gruntz)
George Gruntz Concert Jazz Band '87: Happening Now! (Hat Art CD 6008)

?-?-88 Lee Konitz/Paul Bley
Lee Konitz (as), Paul Bley (p): Jazz Entre Amigos, Madrid, Spain
01. Sweet And Lovely 02. Lover Man 03. All The Things You Are 04. What's New? 05. Subconscious-Lee (Lee Konitz)
Private Video

6-?-88 Lee Konitz Sextet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Luiz Aveliar (p), Victor Biglione (g), Nico Assumpcao (eb), Carlos Gomez (dr), Armando Marcal (perc)
01. Ocean Song 02. Easy Dancing 03. Rainy Afternoon 04. Samba Zezita 05. O Carinho 06. Waltz For Lee 07. Goodbye Ipanema
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz In Rio (M-A Music A-737)
6-15, 16-88 Lee Konitz Duet
Lee Konitz (as), John Taylor (p)
Lee Konitz: Song Of The Stars (Jazz House JHR006)

6-30-88 Lee Konitz/Joe Pass
Lee Konitz (as), Joe Pass (g): Jazzhus Slukefter, Tivoli, Copenhagen
01. Star Eyes 02. All The Things You Are 03. Willow Weep For Me 04. Stella By Starlight 05. I'll Remember April 06. Body And Soul 07. Blues 55 minutes
Private Recording

7-1-88 Lee Konitz/Joe Pass
Lee Konitz (as), Joe Pass (g): Jazzhus Slukefter, Tivoli, Copenhagen
01. Invitation 02. Star Eyes 03. Body And Soul 04. Unknown Title
Radio Broadcast

7-2-88 Lee Konitz Nonet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Anders Bergerantz, Jeff Davis (tp), Erling Kroner (tbn), Axel Windfeld (tu), Jens Søndergård (bar), Butch Lacy (p), Hugo Rasmussen (b) Svend Erik Nørregård (dr): Axeltorv, Copenhagen
01. Chi Chi (Charles Parker) 02. Milas 03. Tea For Two 04. Boplicity 05. Times Lie (Chick Corea) 06. Nefertiti (Wayne Shorter) 07. It's You (Lee Konitz) 08. Star Dust 09. In Walked Bud (Thelonious Monk) 10. Matrix (Chick Corea)
Private Recording

7-3-88 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Butch Lacy (p): Nikolaj Kirke, Copenhagen
01. Alone Together 02. Stella By Starlight 03. What's New? 04. All The Things You Are 05. Round And Round And Round (Lee Konitz) 06. For Dancers Only 07. Blues 08. Silly Samba (Harold Danko) 09. April 10. Blue Samba 90 minutes
Private Recording
7-?-88 Lee Konitz/Joe Pass
Lee Konitz (as), Joe Pass (g): Juan Les Pins, France
01. What's New? 10 minutes
Radio Broadcast

7-?-88 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Bud Shank (bar), Alain Jean Marie (p), Richard Del Fra (b) John Engels (dr): Juan Les Pins, France
01. What's New?
Radio Broadcast

7-?-88 Lee Konitz With Jens Søndergård Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jens Søndergård (bar), Mortren Højring (g), Klavs Houman (b), Bjarne Rostvold (dr): Kongens Have, Copenhagen
01. Alone Together 02. Body And Soul 03. Blue Samba
Radio Broadcast

Summer-88 Lee Konitz With Jens Søndergård Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jens Søndergård (bar), Mortren Højring (g), Klavs Houman (b), Bjarne Rostvold (dr): Ærøskøbing, Ærø, Denmark
Set One: 01. Alone Together 02. Tidal Breeze (Harold Danko) 03. I'll Remember April (Jens Søndergård) 04. Lover Man (Jens Søndergård) 05. All Lee 06. Chick Came Around (Lee Konitz) Set Two: 01. Solar (Miles Davis) 02. Willow Weep For Me 03. Star Eyes 04. Darn That Dream 05. I Remember You 06. Alone Together
Television Broadcast (note: the complete concert was not broadcast.)

8-?-88 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Fred Hersch (p), Mike Richmond (b), Adam Nussbaum (dr)
01. Round And Round And Round (Lee Konitz) 02. Someday My Prince Will Come 03. Luv (Teo Macero) 04. Nancy 05. Boo Doo (Lee Konitz) 06. Valse Hot (Sonny Rollins) 07. Lover Man 08. Bluesette (Toots Thielmans) 09. Giant Steps (John Coltrane)
Lee Konitz: Round & Round (Music Masters CIJD 60167M)

8-24-88 Shades Of Kenton Orchestra
Lee Konitz (as), guest soloist with the Shades of Kenton Jazz Orchestra; Vic Lewis (cond)
01. Stella By Starlight 02. Stairway To The Stars 03. Swing House (Gerry Mulligan)
(All other tracks do not feature Lee Konitz.)
Shades Of Kenton Jazz Orchestra: 'Round Midnight Concert (Hep CD 2043)

10-?-88 Lee Konitz With Netherlands Metropole Orchestra
Lee Konitz (as/ss), The Netherlands Metropole Orchestra, Rob Pronk (cond) (see 11-2-92)
01. Round And Round And Round (Lee Konitz) (Jerry van Roojen, arr) 02. Poor Butterfly (Rob Pronk, arr) 03. Invitation (Lex Jasper, arr) 04. I Remember You (Lex Jasper, arr) 05. Come Sunday (Duke Ellington) (Lex Jasper, arr)
Lee Konitz: Saxophone Dreams (Koch Jazz 3-6900-2)
10-9-88 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (ss), Frank Wunsch (p) (note: Mr. Wunsch overdubbed the harpsichord part on Venice on 5-23-89): recorded at Frank's house, Dortmund
01. Venice (Frank Wunsch) 02. September Waltz (Frank Wunsch)
Lee Konitz: Frank-Lee Speaking (West Wind 2081CD)

12-3-88 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Enrico Pieranunzi (p), Enzo Pietropaoli (b), Alfred Kramer (dr)
01. FriendLee (Lee Konitz) 02. From E to C (Enrico Pieranunzi) 03. Blew (Lee Konitz) 04. Lost And Found (Enrico Pieranunzi) 05. The Man I Love 06. I Love You 07. Cool Blues (Charles Parker)
Lee Konitz Meets The Space Jazz Trio: Blew (Philology 214W 26-2CD, 1995)

12-4-88 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Enrico Pieranunzi (p)
Lee Konitz: Solitudes (Philology W28-2)

12-6-88 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Franco D'Andrea (p)
01. Medley: Summertime/It Ain't Necessarily So/Love Walked In
Lee Konitz/Franco D'Andrea: 12 Gershwin In 12 Keys (Philology W312.2)

12-12-88 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Franco D'Andrea (p)
Lee Konitz/Franco D'Andrea: 12 Gershwin In 12 Keys (Philology W312.2)

5-23-89 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (ss) (does not play on Venice (see 10-9-88), Frank Wunsch (harpsichord) (also overdubbed harpsicord on Venice): Musikschule der Stadt, Dortmund
01. Venice (Frank Wunsch) 02. Lute Flute (Frank Wunsch)
Lee Konitz: Frank-Lee Speaking (West Wind 2081CD)

5-28-89 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Frank Wunsch (p): Musikhochschule Dortmund
01. Canzona (Frank Wunsch) 02. A Minor Thought (Frank Wunsch) 03. Low Moon (Frank Wunsch)
Lee Konitz: Frank-Lee Speaking (West Wind 2081CD)

6-5-89 Lee Konitz with Jens Søndergård Quartet
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jens Søndergård (as, bar), Morten Horjing (g), Klavs Houman (b), Bjarne Rostvold (dr): Jazzhus Slukefter, Tivoli, Copenhagen

**Set One:** 01. *Alone Together* 02. *Brain Circus* 03. *Tashmia* 04. *Friend-Lee* 05. *Have You Met Miss Jones?* 06. *Woody's Blues*

**Set Two:** 01. *It Might As Well Be Spring* 02. *Stella By Starlight* 03. *No More Blues* 04. *Fredspibe* 05. *I'll Remember April* 06. *Merlin*

115 minutes Private Recording

6-6-89 Lee Konitz with Jens Søndergård Quartet

Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jens Søndergård (as, bar), Morten Horjing (g), Klavs Houman (b), Bjarne Rostvold (dr), *=add Christina von Bülow (as): Jazzhus Slukefter, Tivoli, Copenhagen


**Theme**

Radio Broadcast

6-10-89 Lee Konitz with Jens Søndergård Quartet

Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jens Søndergård (as, bar), Morten Horjing (g), Hugo Rasmussen (b), Bjarne Rostvold (dr)


Lee Konitz: Konitz In Denmark (RightTone RICD006)

6-24-89 Lee Konitz Duo

Lee Konitz (as, ss), Andrew Hill (p): Teatro Tomano, Verona, Italy


Private Video

7-5-89 Lee Konitz with Jens Søndergård Quartet

Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jens Søndergård (bar), Morten Højring (g), Klavs Houman (b), Bjarne Rostvold (dr): Jazzhus Slukefter, Tivoli, Copenhagen


90 minutes. (Tapes also exist from the first set (51 minutes) and the third set (36 minutes) of 7-7-89)

Private Recording

10-1-89 Lee Konitz Duo

Lee Konitz (as, ss), Frank Wunsch (p): Museum Bochum, Dortmund

01. *Dolphy And Konitz* 02. *Come Home* 03. *Body And Soul*

Lee Konitz: Frank-Lee Speaking (West Wind 2081CD)

10-8-89 Lee Konitz Duo

Lee Konitz (as, ss), Frank Wunsch (p): Musikhochschule Dortmund
01. Sunday Blue 02. Fortune 03. Frank-Lee Speaking
Lee Konitz: Frank-Lee Speaking (West Wind 2081CD)

?-?-90 Hein Van de Geyn Duo:
Hein Van de Geyn (b), Lee Konitz (as, ss)
Hein Van de Geyn: Hein Van de Geyn Meets Lee Konitz (September CD 5110)

5-23-90 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz Quartet: Lee Konitz (as, ss), Ron McLure (b), Bill Stewart (d), Kenny Werner (p, synthesizer)
01. Prologue 02. Zounds 03. Prelude to a Kiss 04. Blue Samba 05. All Things Considered 06. Synthesthetics 07. Taking a Chance on Love 08. Piece for My Dad 09. Soft Lee
Lee Konitz: Zounds (Soul Note 121219-2 CD)

6-90 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Harold Danko (p)
Lee Konitz: Once Upon a Line (Musidisc 500162)

6-10 through13-90 Lee Konitz/Alain Guyonnet Ensemble:
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Matthieu Michel, Emilio Soana, Philippe Demierre (tp, flg), Vincent Lachet, Bernard Trinchan, Ives Massey (tb), *=Serge Eccoffey (b-tb), George Robert, Michel Weber (as), Roby Seidel, Philippe Collet (ts), Christian Gavillet (bar), Dado Moroni (p), Claude Buri (g), Isla Eckinger (b), Peter Schmidlin (ds), Alain Guyonnet (arr, cond)
Lee Konitz/Alain Guyonnet: Swiss Kiss (TCB9120 [CD])

6-18 and 19-90 Lee Konitz/Frank Wunsch Quartet:
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Frank Wunsch (p), Gunnar Plumer (b), Christoph Haberer (ds)
01. October Walk 02. Remember 03. So Nice 04. February Waltz 05. Trio Con Arco 06. Every Time We Say Goodbye 07. Medley: Impression No. 1, 2, 3, 4 08. Match 09. The Nearness Of You
Lee Konitz/Frank Wunsch Quartet: S'Nice (Nabel 4641 [CD])

?-?-90 through ?-?-91 Lee Konitz/Kenny Werner:
Lee Konitz (ss), Kenny Werner (p)
01. As-Tu Le Cafard (?)
The rest of this album is by others.
Lee Konitz/Kenny Warner: Vol. Pour Sidney (Aller) (NATO(F)53001-2 [CD])
8-?-91 Paul Motian Quintet:
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Joe Lovano (ts), Bill Frisell (g), Charlie Haden (b), Paul Motian (ds)

9-6-91 Marian McPartland Duo:
Marian McPartland (p), Lee Konitz (as, ss, p)
01. I'm Getting' Sentimental Over You 02. All The Things You Are 03. Stella By Starlight (Lee Konitz solo) 04. In Your Own Sweet Way (MP solo) 05. Body And Soul 06. Tactile Talk (Lee Konitz/Marian McPartland) 07. Little Girl Blue (in ¾) 08. Naima (MP solo) 09. Like Someone In Love
Marian McPartland: Piano Jazz With Guest Lee Konitz (Jazz Alliance TJA-12026)

9-6-91 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Barry Harris (p), Calvin Hill (b), Leroy Williams (ds): Birdland, NYC
01. Lullaby of Birdland 02. This is Always 03. Anthropology 04. Ask Me Now 05. East of the Sun 06. Cherokee 07. Round Midnight 08. The Song Is You
Lee Konitz: Lullaby of Birdland (Candid 79709)

?-?-91 Gunnar Bergsten Quartet w/ Lee Konitz:
Lee Konitz (as), Gunnar Bergsten (bar), Lars Sjosten (p), Peter Soderblom (b), Nils Danell (ds)
01. (title unknown) 02. The Comeback Of A Tradesman 03. Zodiac (aka Dim Blues) 04. The Eerie 05. Soulful Ballad (Body And Soul) 06. Happy Again 07. Dream Stepper
Broadcast: Frolunda Kulturhus (Cultural Center) Gothenburg, Sweden.

12-7-91 Lars Sjosten Quintet:
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Gunnar Bergsten (bar), Lars Sjosten (p), Peter Soderblom (b), Nils Danell (ds)
Fasching, Stockholm
Lee Konitz & Lars Sjosten Quartet: Friends (Dragon DRCD 240)

01-13 and 14-92 Lee Konitz with Peggy Stern
Lee Konitz (as), Peggy Stern (p), Vic Juris (g), Harvie Swartz (b), Jeff Williams (d), Guilherme Franco (perc)
Lee Konitz: Lunasea (Soul Note 121249)

01-92 Lee Konitz with Kenny Werner
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Kenny Werner (p, celeste)
01. Unleemited (Take 1) 02. Les Fesses Au Clair De Lune 03. O Gato 04. Monic 05. Ohad 06. Nota
Lee Konitz: Conversations on the Improviser's Art
Andy Hamilton
http://www.press.umich.edu/titleDetailDesc.do?id=130264
The University of Michigan Press, 2007

Della Notte 07. Brazilian Fondue 08. Baby I'm a Legend 09. La Valse Qui Rit 10. Scent of Dream
11. Pick-A-Boo!
Lee Konitz with Kenny Werner: Unleemited (Owl 014 727, Sunnyside SSC3511)

3-27/28/29-92 Jazzpar All Star Nonet:
(a) = Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jeff Davis (tp), Allan Botchinsky (tp, flg), Erling Kroner (tbn), Niels Gerhardt (b-tb, tu), Jens Sondergaard (as, ss, bar), Peter Gullin (ts, bar), Butch Lacy (p), Jesper Lundgaard (b), Sven-Erik Nørregaard (ds)
(b) = Lee Konitz (as), Jens Sondergaard (as)
(c) = Lee Konitz (as), Peggy Stern (p)
(d) = Lee Konitz (as), Jesper Lundgaard (b)
(e) = Lee Konitz (as), Allan Botchinsky (flg), Peggy Stern (p), Jesper Lundgaard (b), Sven-Erik Nørregaard (ds)
(f) = same as (a) except Peggy Stern replaces Butch Lacy (p)
(g) = Lee Konitz (as), Allan Botchinsky (flg)
01. Partout (a) 02. Alone Together (b) 03. Body And Soul (c) 04. Leewise (a) 05. JesperLee (d) 06. SubconsciousLee (e) 07. PeggyLee (c) 08. Skygger (Shadows) (f) 09. AllanLee (g) 10. Pazzenger (h) 11. JensLee (b) 12. Stardust (h)
Lee Konitz and The Jazzpar All Star Nonet: Leewise (Storyville STCD 4181)

7-9-92 Gerry Mulligan Re-Birth Of The Cool Band:
Lee Konitz (as), Kenny Sonderbloom (ts/cl), Gerry Mulligan (bs), Bob Routch (frh), Art Farmer, Mike Mossman (tp), Rob McConnell (v-tb), Bill Barber (tuba), Ted Rosenthal (p), Dean Johnson (b), Ron Vincent (ds)
01. Ontet (Godchild) 02. Blueport 03. Boplicity 04. Walkin' Shoes 05. Moondreams 06. Satin Doll
Video: Vienne Jazz Festival, France (telecasted by French M6).

8-12 and 14, and 25-92 Various:
01. Devil's Island
Lee Konitz, John Zorn (as), George Cables (p), Rufus Reid (b), Joe Chambers (ds)
02. In A Sentimental Mood
Lee Konitz, Frank Morgan, Donald Harrison (as), George Cables (p), Santi DeBriano (b), Joe Chambers (ds)
03. Tu-Way-Pack-E-Way
Lee Konitz, Frank Morgan, Donald Harrison (as), Dave Liebman (ss), David Murray (ts), George Cables (p), Rufus Reid (b), Joe Chambers (ds)
04. Blues For 52nd Street
Lee Konitz, Frank Morgan, Donald Harrison, John Zorn (as), Archie Shepp, David Murray (ts), George Cables (p), Rufus Reid (b), Joe Chambers (ds)
05. Like Someone In Love
Lee Konitz (as), George Cables (p), Rufus Reid (b), Joe Chambers (ds)
Various: The Colossal Saxophone Sessions (Evidence ECD 22130-2)

10-5-92 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz Quartet: Lee Konitz (as), Kenny Barron (p), James Genus (b), Kenny Washington (d)
01. You'd Be So Nice To Come Home To 02. Everything Happens To Me 03. Alone Together 04.
Misty 05. Body And Soul 06. My Funny Valentine 07. In A Sentimental Mood
Lee Konitz Quartet Featuring Kenny Barron: Jazz Nocturne (Evidence ECD 22085)

10-23-92 Lee Konitz Quartet:
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Don Friedman (p), Tsutomu Okada (b), Jeff Williams (ds), *= add Masima (flute)
Lee Konitz: Lee Konitz Meets Don Friedman (Insights 25CJ-10, Camerata 10)

11-11-92 Lee Konitz Trio:
Lee Konitz (as), Stefano Battaglia (p), Tiziana Ghigloni (vcl)
Lee Konitz: So Many Stars (Philology W.45.2 CD)

1-6 through 10-93 Lee Konitz
Lee Konitz (as), Peggy Stern (p, synthesizer)
Lee Konitz: The Jobim Collection (Philology W.68.2)

??-??-93 Massimo Salvagnini Quartet featuring Lee Konitz
Massimo Salvagnini (ts), Lee Konitz (as), Paolo Birro (p), Lorenzo Conte (b), Alfred Kramer (ds)
Massimo Salvagnini Quartet featuring Lee Konitz: Very Fool (High Tide 9133 CD)

3-?-93 Lee Konitz w/ Orchestra:
Lee Konitz (as), Roberto Rossi (tb), Sandro Gibellini (g), Renzo Zulian (vcl) + Orchestra "Il Suono Improviso" = Paolo Fazio, Marlon Nather, Davide Boato (tp), Giuseppe Calamosca, Dario Prisco, Umberto De Nigrie (tb), Massimilano Tonello (tu), Tatiana Marian, Carolina Casciani (cl), Roberto Rossetti (b-cl), Stefano Benini, Lorie Trevisan, Margherita Mesirca, Giuliana Cravin, Arianna Bon (fl), Marco Castelli (ss), Piero Cozzi, Euro Michelazzi (as), Massimo Spiro, Massimo Parpagiola (ts), Michele Magnifici (bar), Paolo Birro (p), Moreno Donadel, Walter Lucano (g), Lello Gnesutta (el-b), Davide Ragazzoni (ds), Giannantonio De Vincenzo (dir)
Lee Konitz with Orchestra Il Suono Improviso: A Venezia (Philology W.53.2)

3-22-93 Lee Konitz Trio:
Lee Konitz (as), Augusti Mancinelli, Donovan Mixon (g)
* = Lee Konitz/Donovan Mixon duo, ** = Lee Konitz/Augusto Mancinelli duo.
Lee Konitz: Free With Lee (Philology W.46.2)

3-23-93 Lee Konitz Duo:
Lee Konitz (as), Stefano Battaglia (p)
Lee Konitz: Italian Ballads Vol. 1 (Philology W.61.2 CD)

3-24-93 Lee Konitz Duo:
Lee Konitz (as), Renato Sellani (p)
Lee Konitz/Renato Sellani: Speakin' Lowly Vol. 1 (Philology W.71.2)

6-20 through 7-29-93 Lee Konitz Duo/Trio/Quartet/Quintet:
01. Lee Konitz (as), Peggy Stern (p), Helen Merrill (vcl) [7-29-93] 02. Lee Konitz (as, ss, ts), Joe Lovano (ss, ts, a-cl), Bill Frisell (g), Paul Motian (ds) [6-20-93] 03. Lee Konitz (as), Peggy Stern (p), Ben Allison (b), Jeff Williams (ds), Jay Clayton (vcl) [6-23-93] 04. Lee Konitz (ss), Gerry Mulligan (bar), Peggy Stern (p) [7-14-93] 05. Lee Konitz (ss), Jean Francois Prins (g), Judy Niemack (vcl) [7-7-93] 06. Lee Konitz (as, ss), Jimmy Giuffre (cl), Paul Bley (p), Gary Peacock (b) [6-21-93] 07. Lee Konitz (ss, vcl), Clark Terry (fgl, vcl) [7-7-93] 01. I Hear A Rhapsody 02. Lo-Ko-Mo-And Frizz 03. The Aerie 04. Trio #1 05. All The Things You Are 06. Exposition 07. Flyin'-Mumbles And Jumbles
Lee Konitz: Rhapsody (Evidence ECD 22117-2) 1993--Paddle Wheel (Japan), KICJ 174 (CD)

6-23 through 9-9-93 Lee Konitz Duo/Trio/Quartet:
01. Lee Konitz (as), Toots Thielemans (hca), Kenny Werner (p, synth) [9-8-93] 02. Lee Konitz (as), Mark Feldman (vln) [9-9-93] 03 and 12. Lee Konitz (as), John Scofield (g) [9-9-93] 04. Lee Konitz (as), Gerry Mulligan (bar) [7-14-93] 05. Lee Konitz (ss), Yuko Fijiyama (p) [9-9-93] 06. Lee Konitz (as), Peggy Stern (p), Ben Allison (b), Jeff Williams (ds) [6-23-93] 07. Lee Konitz (as), Gerry Mulligan (bar), Peggy Stern (p) [7-14-93]
08, 14 and 17. Lee Konitz (as), Clark Terry (fgl) [7-7-93]
09. Lee Konitz (ss), Harvie Swartz (b), Sheila Jordan (vcl) [7-7-93]
10. Peggy Stern (p) [6-23-93] [Konitz doesn't play]
11. Lee Konitz (ss, ts), Peggy Stern (p), Ben Allison (b), Jeff Williams (ds) [7-7-93]
13. Lee Konitz (ss), Mark Feldman (vln), Yuko Fijiyama (p) [9-9-93]
15. Lee Konitz (as), Jean Francois Prins (g), Judy Niemack (vcl) [7-7-93]
16. Lee Konitz (ss), Frank Wunsch (p), Kenny Werner (synth) [9-8-93]
01. Body And Soul
02. Short Cut #1
03. Another View
04. Lover Man
05. Short Cut #2
06. Kary's Trance
07. Trio #2
08. Indiana Jones #1
09. You Don't Know What Love Is
10. Variation #1
11. Variation #2
12. Some Blues
13. Short Cut #3
14. Indiana Jones #2
15. Round And Round And Round
16. Sittin' In
17. Indiana Jones
18. Body And Soul/Finales
Lee Konitz: Rhapsody II (Evidence ECD 22159-2) 1994--Paddle Wheel (Japan), KICJ 210 (CD)

6-6to9-94 Franz Koglmann Ensemble:
Lee Konitz (as), Franz Koglmann (tp, flugel) with: Tony Coe (cl, ts), Burkhard Stangl (g), Klaus Koch (b) [tracks 01, 03, 05, 06 and 09] and Rudolf Ruschel (tb), Raoul Herget (tuba) [tracks 02, 04, 07, 08, and 10]. [Konitz out on track 04]
01. Lament For Javanette
02. Ko-Ko
03. Zweet Zurday
04. Thoughts About Duke I
05. Thoughts About Duke II
06. Love Is In My Heart
07. Pyramid
08. Thoughts About Duke III
10. Dirge
Franz Koglmann/Lee Konitz: We Thought About Duke (hatOLOGY 543)

11-?-94 Lee Konitz Quintet:
Lee Konitz (as, vcl), Rudi Mahall (bcln, turntable), Andreas Schmidt (p, vcl), Jerry Granelli (ds, vcl), Sayumi Yoshida (vcl)
01. The Man Who Came To Dinner
02. There Is A Sun Chase
03. Hi-Lee*
04. Fun Keys
05. Uki-Ah**
06. Steinolphonk
07. Geraldo
08. ittle onk usic
09. The Princess
10. Nuts
11. Egyptian Caravan
12. Rudimentar
13. Freezoo***
* = Haiku written by Lee Konitz. ** = Haiku written by Herry Granelli. *** = First haiku written by Andreas Schmidt, second by Rudi Mahall. All haiku recited by Sayumi Yoshida.
Lee Konitz Quintet: Haiku (NABEL(G)CD4664)

12-12 and 13-94 Attila Zoller Quintet:
Attila Zoller (g), Lee Konitz (as), Larry Willis (p), Santi Debriano (b), Yoron Israel (ds)
01. Joy For Joy
02. Lu And Shu
03. After The Morning
04. The Song Is You
05. When It's Time
06. Homage to O.P.
07. Meant To Be
08. Voyage
Attila Zoller: When It's Time (Enja ENJ-9031-2)

??-??-95 Lee Konitz/John Pål Indreberg Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), John Pål Indreberg (bs), Erling Aksdal Jr (), Bjorn Alterhaug ()
01. You Are Too Beautiful
02. Steps Towards A Dream
03. Spring
04. 317 East 32nd Street
05. I Hear A Rhapsody
06. It's You
07. All About You
08. Starlights
09. Subconscious-Lee
10. A Weaver Of Dreams
Lee Konitz/John Pål Indreberg: Steps Towards A Dream (Odin NJ40502 CD)

1-28 through 31-95 Lee Konitz Septet:
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Adela Dalto (vcl), Peggy Stern (p), Romero Lubambo (g), Dave Finck (b), Duduka da Fonseca (ds), Waltinho Anastacio (perc), The Masters School Chorus.


Lee Konitz: Brazilian Rhapsody (BMG/Music Masters 65151)

2-25-95 Lee Konitz
Lee Konitz (as), Umberto Petrin (p)


Lee Konitz/Umberto Petrin: Breaths and Whispers (Homage to Alexandr Skrjabin) (Philology W 75.2)

3-30-95 Lee Konitz Trio:
Lee Konitz (as), Attila Zoller (g), Don Friedman (p)


Lee Konitz/Don Friedman/Attila Zoller: Thingin (hatOLOGY 547)

9-29-95 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Frank Wunsch (p)


Lee Konitz/Frank Wunsch: The Frankfurt Concert (West Wind 2106 CD)

11-7 and 8-95 Lee Konitz Quintet:
Lee Konitz (as), Gary Foster (as), Masao Nakajima (p), Tsutomu Okada (b), Jimmy Smith (ds)


Lee Konitz: Body And Soul (Insights 25CJ-12, Camerata 6451 12 2) (This album is dedicated to the memory of Warne Marsh.)

2-96 Kenny Wheeler Quartet:
Kenny Wheeler (tp, flg), Lee Konitz (as), Dave Holland (b), Bill Frisell (g)


Kenny Wheeler: Angel Song (ECM 1607)

3-96 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Ron McClure (b), Billy Hart (ds)

1. Thingin' 02. Angel Eyes 03. Boo Doo 04. It's You 05. Mella 06. April In Nîmes

Lee Konitz: It's You (Steeplechase SCCD 31398)

3-18-96 Lee Konitz Nonet:
Lee Konitz (as), Mark Feldman, Cenovia Cummins (vln), Jill Jaffe, Ronald Lawrence (viola), Erik Friedlander, Daniel Pezzotti (violincello), Michael Formanek (b), Matt Wilson (ds), Daniel Schnyder
(arranger)

01. The Man I Love 02. You've Changed 03. God Bless The Child 04. But Beautiful 05. I Cried For You 06. Lover Man 07. All Of Me 08. Good Morning Heartache 09. For Heaven's Sake 10. Easy Living 11. These Foolish Things 12. For All We Know

Lee Konitz: Strings For Holiday: A Tribute To Billie Holiday (Enja ENJ-9304-2)

4-9-96 Blue Rose Allstars:
Lee Konitz (as), Tony Coe (ts, cl), John Halton (bar), Mark Nightingale (tb), Gary Kavanagh (fl, tp), John Horler (p), Malcolm Creese (b, musical director), Alan Ganley (ds), *= add Norma Winstone (vcl)

BBC Radio: Originally four 30-minute broadcasts. The first was a 30-minute interview with Lee Konitz. The other 3 were recorded at the Jersey Jazz Festival, U.K. Originally broadcast 7-15/16/17/18-96.

5-02-96 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Franco D'Andrea (p)
01. The Song Is You 02. The Song Is You 03. Everytime We Say Goodbye 04. I Love You 05. Love For Sale 06. Easy To Love 07. It's All Right With Me

Lee Konitz/Franco D'Andrea: Inside Cole Porter (Philology W.107.2)

5-02-96 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Franco D'Andrea (p)

Lee Konitz/Franco D'Andrea: Inside Rodgers (Philology W.153.2)

10-96 Lee Konitz
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Harold Danko (p), Jay Anderson (b), Billy Drummond (d)

Lee Konitz: Dearly Beloved (Steeplechase SCCD 31406)

10-96 Lee Konitz Solo:
Lee Konitz (as), Kazuo Imai (g on 06 and 07)
01. The Nearness Of You 02. Thingin' 03. Darn That Dream 04. Play Fiddle Play/Kary's Trance 05. Subconscious-Lee 06. Duo Improvisations For Alto Saxophone And Acoustic Guitar 07. Duo Improvisations For Alto Saxophone And Electric Guitar

Lee Konitz: Unaccompanied Live In Yokohama (PSF 83)

11-21 and 22-96 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Brad Mehldau (p), Charlie Haden (b): The Jazz Bakery, Los Angeles, California
Lee Konitz Trio: Another Shade Of Blue (Blue Note 98222 2)

02-9-97 Lee Konitz solo:
Lee Konitz (as solo and multitracked)
01. Kary's Trance (four lines) 02. Dearly Beloved (one line) 03. The Song Is You (three lines) 04. Self Portrait In Blues (one line) 05. Subconscious-Lee (four lines) 06. The Way You Look Tonight (one line) 07. Riffin' (four lines) 08. With Every Breath I Take (one line) 09. Cherokee (one line) 10. Back And Forth (one line)
Lee Konitz: Self Portrait (Philology W121.2)

02-10-97 Lee Konitz/Enrico Rava Quartet:
Lee Konitz (as), Enrico Rava (tp), Rosario Bonaccorso (b), Massimo Manzi (ds)
01. What's New? 02. Thingin' 03. Cherokee 04. Darn That Dream 05. I'll Remember April
06. L'Age Mûr 07. Solar
Lee Konitz/Enrico Rava: L'Age Mur (Philology W.123.2)

02-16 and 17-97 Enrico Pieranunzi Trio & Ada Montellanico with Lee Konitz & Enrico Rava
Ada Montellanico (voc), Enrico Pieranunzi (p, voc), Piero Leveratto (b), Mauro Beggio (ds), Lee Konitz (as), Enrico Rava (tp): Mu Rec Studio, Milano, Italy
Enrico Pieranunzi Trio & Ada Montellanico with Lee Konitz & Enrico Rava: Ma l'Amore No (Soul Note 121 321-2)

03-03-97 Lee Konitz/Mario Rusca Quartet:
Lee Konitz (as), Mario Rusca (p), Lucio Terzano (b), Tony Arco (ds): Mondial Sound, Milan
Lee Konitz & Mario Rusca: Where's The Blues? (Giants Of Jazz CD 53303)

03-18 and 19-97 Lee Konitz Quartet Quintet:
Lee Konitz (as, scat on track 11), Laurent de Wilde (p), Ira Coleman (b), Dion Parson (ds), Keiko Lee (vcl on tracks 4, 7 and 9): Shinanomachi Studio, Tokyo
Lee Konitz: Dig Dug Dog (Columbia 488831-2)

4-97 Lee Konitz/Paul Bley Quartet:
Lee Konitz (as), Paul Bley (p), Jay Anderson (b), Billy Drummond (ds)
01. I'll Remember April 02. Lover Man 03. Sweet And Lovely 04. I Can't Get Started 05. Out Of Nowhere
06. Don't Blame Me 07. I Want To Be Happy
Lee Konitz/Paul Bley: Out Of Nowhere (Steeplechase SCCD 31427)

Lee Konitz: Conversations on the Improviser's Art
Andy Hamilton
http://www.press.umich.edu/titleDetailDesc.do?id=130264
The University of Michigan Press, 2007
4-97 Lee Konitz/Rich Perry Quintet:
Lee Konitz (as), Rich Perry (ts), Harold Danko (p), Jay Anderson (b), Billy Drummond (ds)
Lee Konitz/Rich Perry: RichLee! (Steeplechase SCCD 31440)

4 and 5-97 Henri Texier Quintet:
Henri Texier (b), Lee Konitz (as), Bob Brookmeyer (v-tb), Steve Swallow (e-b), Paul Motian (ds)
Henri Texier: Respect (Label Bleu LBLC 6612 HM 83)

6-7 and 9-97 Diane Hubka Quintet:
Diane Hubka (vcl), Frank Kimbrough (p), John Hart (g), Harvie Swartz (b), Ron Vincent (ds)
* = Lee Konitz (as)
Diane Hubka: Haven't We Met? (Challenge 73128)

11-5-97 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Bert Van den Brink (p), Hein Van de Geyn (b), Hans Van Oosterhout (ds)
Lee Konitz: Dialogues (Challenge 70053)

12-21 and 22-97 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Brad Mehldau (p), Charlie Haden (b): The Jazz Bakery, Los Angeles, California
01. Another Shade Of Blue 02. Everything Happens To Me 03. What's New? 04. Body And Soul 05. All Of Us
Lee Konitz Trio: Another Shade Of Blue (Blue Note 98222 2)

?-.98 Davide Santorsola Quartet:
Davide Santorsola (p), Lee Konitz (as), Maurizio Quintavalle (b), Mimmo Campanale (ds)
tunes include: My Favorite Things, Our Love Is Here To Stay
Davide Santorsola: To Bill Evans (Philology W.131.2)

3-3-98 Lee Konitz with Johannes Schaedlich
Lee Konitz (as), Peter Decker (ts), Dany Schwickerath (g), Johannes Schaedlich (b), Oliver Strauch (ds)
Lee Konitz with Johannes Schaedlich: Subconscious-Lee (Summit Records 213)

5-4 and 5-98 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Steve Swallow (electric bass), Paul Motian (ds)
01. It's You 02. Come Rain Or Come Shine 03. Thingin' 04. Luiza 05. From Time To Time 06. Ladies Waders 07. Johnny Broken Wing 08. Eiderdown 09. A Minor Blues In F

Lee Konitz: Conversations on the Improviser's Art
Andy Hamilton
http://www.press.umich.edu/titleDetailDesc.do?id=130264
The University of Michigan Press, 2007
Lee Konitz: Three Guys (Enja ENJ-9351-2)

7-5-98 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Paul Bley (p), Charlie Haden (b)
recording of the concert at the Montreux Jazz Festival

12-05 and 6-98 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Stefano Bollani (p), Pietro Giangaglini (b), Fabrizio Sferra (ds)
Lee Konitz: Tender Lee (For Chet) (Philology W.163.2)

4-21-99 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (v, as); Ted Brown (ts); John Abercrombie (g); Marc Johnson (b); Joey Baron (ds): Avatar Studios, NYC
Lee Konitz Quartet: Sound of Surprise (RCA Victor 69309)

5-99 Lee Konitz/Ted Brown Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Ted Brown (ts), Ron McClure (b), Jeff Williams (ds)
Lee Konitz/Ted Brown: Dig-It (Steeplechase SCCD 31466)

5-99 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), George Colligan (p, org), Doug Weiss (b), Darren Beckett (ds)
Lee Konitz: Pride (Steeplechase SCCD 31479)

1-16-00 Lee Konitz with the Axis Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Meg Okura, Rob Thomas (v), Judith Insell (va), Catherine Bent (c): NYC
Lee Konitz with the Axis Quartet: Play French Impressionist Music From The Turn Of The 20th Century (Palmetto 2064)

3-00 Lee Konitz Quartet
Lee Konitz (as), Giovanni Ceccarelli (p), Mauro Battisti (b), Carlo Battisti (ds)
Lee Konitz: At The New Mississippi Jazz Club (Philology W503.2)
3-10-00 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Greg Cohen (b), Joey Baron (d): NYC
01. Lennie's 02. 5th Avenue 03. For Attila 04. A Noble Tune 05. Tripletting 06. Folktune 07. Valeska 08. Soundlee 09. Rumin' 10. Debussy 11. L.T
Lee Konitz Trio: Some New Stuff (DIW 939)

10-20-00 Lee Konitz with Alan Broadbent
Lee Konitz (as), Alan Broadbent (p): The Jazz Bakery, Los Angeles, CA
Lee Konitz with Alan Broadbent: Live-Lee (Milestone MCD 9329-2)

10-20-00 Lee Konitz with Alan Broadbent
Lee Konitz (as), Alan Broadbent (p); The Jazz Bakery, Los Angeles, CA
Lee Konitz with Alan Broadbent: More Live-Lee (Milestone MCD 9338-2)

12-5 through 7-00 Lee Konitz Quintet
Lee Konitz (as), Mark Turner (ts), Peter Bernstein (g), Steve Gillmore (b), Bill Goodwin (d): St. Peter's Church, NYC
01. How Deep Is The Ocean 02. For Hans 03. Skylark 04. LT 05. 317 E 32nd 06. Palo Alto 07. Eyes 08. Subconscious-Lee
Lee Konitz Quintet: Parallels (Chesky JD213)

1-12-01 Lee Konitz Trio:
Lee Konitz (as), Billy Peterson (b), Kenny Horst (d): The Artist Quarter, Minneapolis, Minnesota
01. It's You Or No One 02. Alone Together 03. Mr. Green 04. Sweet And Lovely 05. Stella By Starlight 06. How Deep Is The Ocean
Lee Konitz Trio: After Hours Vol. 7 (Go Jazz Records GO 6056 2)

4-5-01 Lee Konitz Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Irio De Paula (g)
Lee Konitz/Irio De Paula: Duas Contas (Philology W.501.2)

4-6-01 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Sandro Gibellini (g), Barbara Casini (vcl)
Lee Konitz/Barbara Casini: Outra Vez (Philology W.502.2)

3-02 Lee Konitz/Matt Wilson Duo
Lee Konitz (as), Matt Wilson (d)
Lee Konitz/Matt Wilson: Gong With Wind Suite (Steeplechase SCCD 31528)

3-??-02 François Théberge Quintet with Lee Konitz
François Théberge (ts, arr), Lee Konitz (as), Stéphane Belmondo (tp, flugel), Jerry Edwards (tb), Paul Imm (b), Karl Jannuska (ds)
François Théberge: Music Of Konitz (Effendi FND 028 CD)

4-21-02 Lee Konitz with the Mark Masters Ensemble
Lee Konitz (as) with the Mark Masters Ensemble: Gary Foster, Jerry Pinter, Jack Montrose, Bill Perkins (saxophones), Scott Englebright, Louis Fasman, Steve Huffstetter, Ron Stout (trumpets), Les Benedict, Dave Woodley, Bob Evensolden (trombones), Cecilia Coleman (p), Putter Smith (b), Kendall Kay (ds), Mark Masters (arrangements, conductor)
01. Thingin' 02. Dream Stepper 03. Gundula 04. Cork 'n' Bib 05. 317 East 32nd Street 06. Lover Man 07. Palo Alto
Lee Konitz: One Day With Lee (Capri Records 74064)

11-13-02 Lee Konitz and Stefano Bollani
Lee Konitz (as), Stefano Bollani (p)
Lee Konitz/Stephano Bollani: Suite for Paolo (Philology W.504.2)

11-16-02 Lee Konitz Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Ares Tavolazzi (b), Roberto Gatto (d)
01. Blues Form 02. Variation 15, 000 03. Gatto & Lee 04. More Nobility 05. Old Folks 06. Tonight 07. Variation 2, 000, 000 08. A Song
Lee Konitz: A Day in Florence (Philology W505.2)

Summer-03 Lee Konitz with the Orchestra BargaJazz:
Lee Konitz (as), Orchestra BargaJazz conducted by Bruno Tommaso
Lee Konitz: Bargalee (Philology W506.2)

7-16-03 Phil Woods/ Lee Konitz/Enrico Rava Sextet:
Phil Woods (as), Lee Konitz (as), Enrico Rava (tp, flugel), Stefano Bollani (p), Ares Tavolazzi (b),
Roberto Gatto (d), Barbara Casini (v)
01. Certi Angoli Segreti 02. Full of Live 03. What's New?/Laura/Nature Boy/Se Non Avessi Pui' 04. Theme For Jessica/Poinciana/Retrato Em Branco E Preto
Phil Woods/Lee Konitz/Enrico Rava: Big Encounter At Umbria JF 2003 Vol. 1, Play Rava (Philology W308.2)

7-16-03 Phil Woods/Lee Konitz Quintet:
Phil Woods (as), Lee Konitz (as), Franco D'Andrea (p), Massimo Moriconi (b), Massimo Manzi (d), Barbara Casini (v)
Phil Woods/Lee Konitz: Big Encounter At Umbria JF 2003 Vol. 2, Play Konitz (Philology W309.2)

7-16-03 Phil Woods/Lee Konitz Quintet:
Phil Woods (as), Lee Konitz (as), Andrea Pozza (p), Massimo Moriconi (b), Massimo Manzi (d), Barbara Casini (v)
Phil Woods and Lee Konitz: Big Encounter At Umbria JF 2003 Vol. 3, Play Woods (Philology W310.2)

7-16-03 Phil Woods and Lee Konitz:
Phil Woods (as, p, vcl), Lee Konitz (as, p, vcl), Stefano Bollani (p), Franco D'Andrea (p), possibly Massimo Moriconi (b) and Massimo Manzi (d)
Phil Woods and Lee Konitz: Big Encounter At Umbria JF 2003 Vol. 4, Two Brothers In Three Flats (Philology W311.2)

9-??-03 Lee Konitz with the Marco Kegel/Axel Hagen Quartet plus the Gustav Klimt String Quartet:
Lee Konitz (as, ss), Marco Kegel (as, fl), Axel Hagen (g), Joep Lumey (b), Peter Kahlenborn (ds), the Gustav Klimt String Quartet: Arlia de Ruiter, Lorre Lynn Trytten (violins), Mieke Honingh (viola), Bastiaan van der Werff (cello): Wisseloord Studios, Hilversum, Holland
Ghost Of A Chance, Indian Summer, Darn That Dream, Lee's April, other tunes ???
Lee Konitz with the Marco Kegel/Axel Hagen Quartet plus the Gustav Klimt String Quartet: Jonquil (Bluejack BJJR020 CD)

??-??-03 Lee Konitz & Jeanfrançois Prins Trio
Lee Konitz (as), Jeanfrançois Prins (g), Sal La Rocca (b), Bruno Castelucci (ds)
Lee Konitz & Jeanfrançois Prins Trio: Live at the Manhattan Jazz Club (GAM 915 CD)